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Synopsis
The buoyancy induced turbulent ows in ventilated enclosure with internal heat
source has important applications in building ventilations, solar energy receivers,
thermal management of electronic devices and enclosure re dynamics. In naturally
ventilated buildings, the uid ow is mainly driven by buoyancy and air exchange
through ventilation openings provides thermal comfort for building occupants.
During re accidents in buildings and in long tunnels, larger temperature dierence
induces strong buoyant plumes and the hot gas ow characteristics are important
for the design of re safety and ventilation systems. The air ow patterns through
vertical openings such as doorways and windows are widely studied but very few
investigations are performed with horizontal or ceiling openings. The horizontal
vents are openings in ceilings, oors or smoke vent at roof top. The ow patterns
through horizontal openings are highly unstable in comparison with vertical
openings. Previous investigations through horizontal openings have not considered
the eects of heat source strength, vent aspect ratio, wind speed, wind direction,
heat source and vent locations.
The objective of present study is to investigate thermal plume behavior in ceiling
vented enclosures and stack eects in vertical shaft. Turbulence is modeled with
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equation (RANS) with buoyancy modied Lam
Bremhorst low Reynolds number k    model within the frame work of Boussinesq
approximation. The nite dierence technique is used to solve the governing
equations and solver is developed in Fortran 90. The non-linear convective terms are
evaluated using optimal upwind compact schemes (OUCS-3). In case of ceiling
vented square enclosure, Grashof number is varied from Gr = 108 to 1010. The
plume patterns are investigated for four dierent heat source and vent locations
(0.25H, 0.5H, 0.625H & 0.75H). The bidirectional exchange across openings rises
with increase in Grashof number. The present study identied signicant change in
plume characteristics by varying heat source and vent locations. The plume
discharge rate from centrally located vent and heat source (0.5H) are higher than
near wall locations (0.25H & 0.75H). The normal velocity and temperature proles
across horizontal vent decreases with increase in vent thickness. The buoyant ows
in vertical shaft connected to rectangular compartment generate wall plume
structure with multi-recirculating convective cell pattern. The height of vertical
passage and rectangular compartment location had signicant eect on thermal
plume transport phenomena. This study identied that ceiling vent is preferred for
eective removal of plume from rectangular compartment. The present numerical
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results are validated and are in good agreement with experimental and numerical
results available in literature.
For buoyant ows with high temperature dierence, it is inappropriate to
evaluate density variations with Boussinesq approximation. Hence, further
investigations are performed with non-Boussinesq variable density approach suitable
for low Mach number ows. The density changes are evaluated from equation of
state. A pressure based solver is developed with Simplied Marker and Cell (SMAC)
algorithm on collocated grid. The variable density code is tested to study buoyancy
driven mixing through horizontal passage between two enclosures lled with hot and
cold uid. The Grashof number is varied from Gr = 106 to 5  107 and the critical
Grashof number is identied as 107. The Gay-Lussac number (Ga = T ) is varied
from 0.04 to 0.2. The nonlinear exchanges across the horizontal passage are
investigated by varying vent aspect ratio. The vent width is varied from D=0.05H to
0.2H. The ow stabilizes for vent width D=0.05H and hence bidirectional exchange
is reduced across the horizontal passage. Chaotic ow originates for critical vent
widths 0:1H  D  0:15H, and nonlinear oscillations evolves till the system reaches
quasi-steady state. Meanwhile, vent width D=0.2H reduces ow perturbations and
facilitates balanced ow across the vent. A new vortex structure is observed across
horizontal passage between time intervals =20 { 40 & 80 { 100 and it evolves in
cyclic pattern. The ow rate between two enclosures increases by reducing the
horizontal passage thickness.
The variable density code is further extended by incorporating Lam Bremhorst
low Reynolds number k    model to simulate turbulent combined convection ows
in ceiling vented square enclosure with forced inlet port. The results are presented
for Grashof number Gr = 1011 & 1012 with corresponding Gay-Lussac number
Ga=0.2 & 2. The assisting and opposing eects of forced air stream on thermal
plume behavior are analyzed by varying inlet velocity, inlet port size and location.
The present model is valid when buoyancy eects are signicant in comparison with
forced convection eects. The dimensionless longitudinal velocity at inlet port is
dened by parameter  = 1p
Ri
; where Ri = Gr
Re2
is the Richardson number. In
assisting ow case, for Gr = 1011 and  varied from 0.01 to 0.1, the average Nusselt
number increases by 5.4% to 10.2% respectively. The average Nusselt number for
Gr = 1012 is 11 percent higher in comparison with Gr = 1011. The inlet port height
(Hv = 0:2H) enhances plume discharge rate and increases convective heat loss from
cavity. The opposing ow weakens thermal buoyancy and minimizes convective heat
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loss from cavity.
Three dimensional extension of the study is carried out with Fire dynamic
simulator code (FDS). The FDS code simulates turbulent buoyant ows with Large
Eddy Simulation(LES) model. The FDS code is used to study buoyant ows in
tunnel with single and multiple roof openings. The tunnel is 100m long, 3m wide
and 2.5m high. The plume characteristics are investigated by varying the roof
opening size and heat source locations. For centrally located ceiling vent and heat
source, the plume longitudinal velocity is decreased by 41.6%. For heat source
located at 55m and 60m, upstream longitudinal velocity decreased by 25% and
45.8% and downstream velocity decreased by 10% and 4.1%. This study identied
that single roof opening is insucient to exhaust all gases when the longitudinal
distance between vent and heat source increases. Meanwhile, multiple roof openings
are eective in venting hot gases and reduce plume velocity. Further investigations
are performed in two chamber enclosure connected through horizontal passage by
considering the combined eects of wind and thermal buoyancy. In assisting ow
case, with heat source located inside lower enclosure forced air supplied at a velocity
of U= 0.2 to 0.4 m/s through lower enclosure doorway assists the plume growth
rate, meanwhile higher velocities (U  0:5m=s) diuses the heat and reduces
compartment temperature. For heat source placed in upper enclosure, forced air
supplied at a velocity of 0.4m/s through top enclosure doorway reverses the
buoyancy force and accelerates the plume to propagate into the lower enclosure. The
FDS code is also used to study the interactions between water droplets and thermal
plume in a two compartmental enclosure connected to vertical shaft. The sprinkler
ow rates and operating pressures are varied from 30 to 60 l/min and 1 to 1.6 bar
respectively. This study determined that water droplets opposes buoyancy force,
reduces plume discharge through openings. Water discharge rate of 60 l/min reduces
horizontal vent mass ow rate by 59.46%. This study also identied that sprinkler
operating pressure of 1.6 bar leads to smoke logging. The numerical model employed
has been validated with previous results available in literature.
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Nomenclature
A:R Aspect ratio
C Model constant
D Horizontal Vent width
g Gravitational force per unit mass
Ga Gay-Lussac's number
Gk Production of turbulence due to buoyancy
Gr Grashof number
H Height of the enclosure
Hv Height of vertical passage
k Turbulent Kinetic energy
K Dimensionless Turbulent Kinetic energy
P Dimensionless pressure
Pk Production of turbulent kinetic energy due to shear
Pr Prandtl number
Prt Turbulent Prandtl number
Ra Rayleigh number
Ri Richardson number
Ts Heat source temperature
T1 Initial uid temperature
u; v Predicted longitudinal and normal velocities
U; V Dimensionless velocity components along x and y directions
Vc Free convection velocity
W Width of the enclosure
 coecient of volumetric thermal expansion
 Dynamic viscosity
t Turbulent dynamic viscosity
ij Kronecker delta
t Turbulent eddy viscosity
 Fluid density
 Turbulent dissipation rate
 Dimensionless time
 Dimensionless temperature
" Dimensionless Turbulent dissipation rate
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The buoyancy driven ows through enclosure openings have extensive
environmental and industrial applications. The thermal plume arising from the
eects of buoyancy and discharge rate through openings are of great importance in
cooling of electronic devices, solar collectors, building natural ventilation and
enclosure re dynamics. In buildings, openings such as doors and windows supplies
fresh air, removes contaminated air, maintains indoor air quality and provides
thermal comfort for occupants. Similarly, in tall atrium, stack eect is a major
driving force for air exchanges between building interior and ambient. In the event
of a re accident in high rise multistoried buildings, signicant number of occupants
could be exposed to smoke, toxic gases and ame from the re which could lead to
catastrophic damage endangering human life and property. During re accidents the
smoke and hot gases spread rapidly due to buoyancy eects caused by temperature
dierences arising from res and due to entrainment across vents and openings. The
eld modeling by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) plays an important role in
measuring the location of maximum temperature, pressure, velocity and smoke
concentration thereby aiding re safety measures such as location of re and smoke
detectors, smoke vent, physical barriers and re escape routes. In re ventilation,
buoyancy and wind are two main driving forces by which smoke and hot gases are
released and fresh air is brought into the interior space. The literature survey details
are given below.
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1.2 Buoyancy driven air ow in vented enclosure
In naturally ventilated enclosures with internal heat source, heat and mass exchange
through openings are generated because of density dierence caused by temperature
dierence.
1.2.1 Vertical openings
The ow patterns through large vertical openings such as doorways and windows
were investigated extensively in literature. Brown and Solvason [1] studied natural
convection ow through vertical rectangular opening in partition. They identied
neutral pressure level close to middle of opening height, and found air ow prole
develops stable velocity distribution across the opening. The hot air leaves through
upper half of vertical passage, while, ambient air enters through lower half. Later,
Allard and Utsumi [2] performed similar investigation and presented a general
solution by which eects of density gradients and turbulence on gravitational ows
were taken into account. They also found that large vertical opening can have more
than one neutral pressure level. Prahl and Emmons [3] predicted the ow of re
gases through doorway of a burning room and proposed mathematical models to
calculate exchange ow through vertical passages. Their model assumes the presence
of two gas layers in enclosure; upper layer lled with hot gases and lower air layer
made up of entrained ambient air. Rocket [4] utilized the two layer concept and his
model regarded burning room as pump and window as throttle. Several theoretical
models [5{9] were proposed to calculate inltration rates through vertical passages.
Mercier and Jaluria [10] conducted experiments on re induced ow of hot gas in
enclosure with two vertical openings. They injected hot gases into the enclosure
from lower opening and observed wall plume pattern inside the enclosure. Similar
experiments [11, 12] were carried out to predict buoyancy induced ventilation rate
in compartment with sidewall opening. Abib and Jaluria [13] did numerical
simulation to evaluate the buoyant ow arising from heat source in vented
compartment. They analyzed thermal plume behavior and calculated the
bidirectional ow rates through opening by restricting the computational domain
within the cavity. Chow and Zou [14] numerically studied airow rates through
doorway in re scenarios and their proposed empirical correlations were in good
agreement with experimental data. In literature, similar CFD simulations [15{18]
were reported to predict the air movement through vertical openings.
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1.2.2 Horizontal openings
The horizontal vents are openings in roofs, oors and the ow pattern is more
complex and unstable across these openings. One of the earliest studies on natural
convection ows through horizontal openings was carried out by Brown [19]. He
considered air as the uid medium and experiments were performed in a two
compartmental enclosure connected by horizontal opening with square cross section.
The two compartments were lled with hot and cold uids; heavier uid on top of
lighter uid and temperature dierence between two compartments induces
buoyancy driven exchange ows through horizontal passage. He derived correlations
to calculate the mass exchange through horizontal square opening and identied
that heat and mass transfer rises with increase in partition thickness. Later, Epstein
[20] experimentally studied the bidirectional ows through horizontal circular
opening with brine and fresh water as uid medium. He varied the vent aspect ratio
and proposed an empirical formula to calculate the mass ow rate. Tan and Jaluria
[21{23] did experiments to study the mass ow rate through horizontal vent in an
enclosure driven by pressure and density dierences. They found that in the absence
of pressure dierence with heavier uid lying on top of lighter uid, bidirectional
ow arises across the vent due to buoyancy eects [23]. They identied the critical
pressure at which transition from bidirectional to unidirectional ow occurs across
the vent. Similarly, dierent experimental studies [24{28] were carried out to
investigate counter current exchange ow through horizontal opening.
The re induced buoyant gas ow characteristics through horizontal vent were
numerically analyzed [29, 30] and oscillatory ow behavior were observed across the
opening. Mishra et al. [31] and Sleiti [32, 33] did numerical simulations to
understand the buoyancy induced mixing through horizontal passage between two
enclosures lled with heavier and lighter uid. Sleiti [32] classied transport
phenomena between enclosures based on four modes; diagonal exchange counter
modes, counter ow exchange mode, standing wave mode and trapped-vortex mode.
Recently, Venkatasubbaiah and Jaluria [34] analyzed the re driven ow in square
enclosure with single and multiple ceiling vents. They varied vent size and identied
the critical Grashof number as 106, above this ow becomes chaotic inside the
enclosure. Chow and Gao [35, 36] investigated air ow patterns across horizontal
vent and they identied that the ratio of buoyancy and inertia force is one of the
key parameter aecting the bidirectional discharge across the opening.
All the above studies concluded that ow patterns through horizontal vent is
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more complex and ow resistance is greater than in vertical opening. The transient
behavior across the opening is due to the presence of denser uid on top of lighter
uid. This particular ow behavior develops hydrodynamic instability such as
Rayleigh Taylor instability across horizontal opening and needs further
understanding. The bidirectional exchange rate depends on compartment geometry,
heat source strength, heat source and vent location. However, most of the previous
studies were carried out with xed opening size and thickness.
1.3 Vertical Shaft
Modern high rise buildings consist of tall atria and elevator shafts where stack eect
regulates the air movement inside building. Holford and Hunt [37] developed
theoretical model to predict the thermal stratication in enclosure connected to an
atrium. The theoretical model was compared with small scale salt bath experiments
and the model was useful in calculating ventilation ow rates in naturally ventilated
atrium. Ji and Cook [38] used CFD model to analyze the ow characteristics in
multi-storey space connected to an atrium with internal heat source. The predicted
temperature distribution, ventilation ow rates agreed well with analytical models
and experiments. In case of re accidents in tall building, stack eect needs to be
controlled to prevent the rapid spread of smoke and hot gases to higher levels
through vertical elevator shafts. Marshall [39, 40] experimentally studied the
transport phenomena of hot gases in open shaft and stairwell, and developed
mathematical model to calculate air entrainment. Zhang et al. [41] did numerical
simulations to investigate the hot gas ow characteristics in tall shaft and found
stack eect and turbulent mixing are the key driving forces for smoke movement.
Similar investigations [42, 43] were reported to predict internal re whirl due to
smoke ow in vertical shaft, and it was observed that shaft side wall boundaries
restricts plume horizontal momentum and generates swirling motion. A tall building
consists of elevator shafts with multiple doorways connected to all oors. In
summary, the earlier works were reported with single doorway opening in shaft. The
smoke movement and entrainment eect in ceiling vented enclosure connected to
shaft with multiple doorways has not been reported earlier.
4
1.4 Wind driven ows in buildings
The air ow patterns in naturally ventilated buildings are driven by combined forces
of buoyancy and ambient wind. Hunt and Linden [44] analyzed the ow
characteristics in ventilated compartment lled with buoyant uid under the
inuence of external wind. He found buoyancy force plays a major role in forming
thermal stratication inside the enclosure, and proposed analytical correlation that
relates buoyancy force and wind. However during re accidents, the wind eects on
re transport phenomena is unpredictable. The ambient wind ow through openings
such as doors and windows; assists the re spread by supplying additional oxygen
meanwhile, cooler air reduces the intensity of heat from the re and dilutes the
concentration of toxic gases present in smoke.
Wind eects on smoke movement in buildings and its impact on the performance
of building smoke control system were investigated by Poreh and Trebukov [45].
They identied the threshold wind speed, where the wind velocity dominates the
buoyancy eects and smoke is primarily driven by wind generated pressure. The
wind induced natural ventilation through refuge oor [46{48] located in tall
buildings were analyzed using computational uid dynamic model to predict the
movement of smoke during re accidents. They found that the wind speed,
incidence angle and the number of enclosing external walls in the refuge area are the
signicant factors that aect the ow patterns and insucient ventilation increases
the risk of smoke logging.
The assisting or opposing behavior of wind on the thermal buoyancy force was
studied analytically by Li and Delsante [49]. They calculated the natural ventilation
ow rates through openings in building. Later, Chen et al., [50] carried out
investigations in high-rise buildings where the compartment re behavior was
aected by an opposing wind force. A similar investigation was performed by
Andersen [51] to determine the opposing wind force on air ow rates in a room with
two openings, and they identied that ow phenomena had multiple solutions due
to instability and hysteresis eects. Similarly various eects of external ambient
wind aecting the internal ow dynamics inside buildings were reported in other
literature [52, 53].
Reduced scale experiments were carried by Lassus et al., [54] inside a
compartment, and he observed that re growth and heat release rates were
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signicantly aected by ventilation conditions. Experimental studies were performed
by Huang et al., [55] in a reduced scale compartment with dierent wind velocities
and re source location. For higher wind velocities, the thermal plume becomes
wider and is inclined towards downwind side, and thereby re spreads to
neighboring buildings. Although several investigations were reported considering the
combined eects of buoyancy and wind, most of the previous research work focused
on ow characteristics in a single cubical enclosure with vertical openings. The ow
characteristics through horizontal vent under the inuence of forced ventilated
doorway are not reported in literature.
1.5 Tunnel ventilation systems
The tunnel re is the major hazard which endangers human life, environment and
property. In the event of re accidents, re spreads quickly and passengers are
exposed to smoke and toxic gases. Limitations in the number of re escape routes
and diculty for emergency services to access re accident location increases the
risks and vulnerability of accidents. To ensure safety measures in tunnel, ventilation
systems are designed for supplying clean ambient air and to reduce the soot and
toxic gases which endanger human life during emergency conditions. Tunnel
ventilation systems are generally classied into mechanical and natural ventilation
systems. Most of the tunnels are equipped with longitudinal mechanical ventilation
systems that require installation of fans to induce airows and ducts to distribute
the airow. Oka and Atkinson [56] experimentally studied the eect of forced
longitudinal velocity in controlling tunnel upstream smoke movement by varying the
size and location of re source. Based on their experimental ndings empirical
correlations were established to relate the inuence of critical velocity on heat
release rates. Lee and Ryou [57] performed numerical simulations to predict the
smoke movement and temperature distribution in ventilated tunnel by varying
tunnel aspect ratio. Experimental investigations [58] were carried out in ventilated
tunnel with re source to study the eect of tunnel slope. The angle of tunnel slope
was varied and inclination eects were analyzed with dierent re size and
ventilation velocities. Small scale [59] experimental and numerical simulations were
performed in tunnel with two re sources under forced ventilation conditions. All
the above studies focused on critical ventilation velocities in tunnel to prevent back
layering of smoke under forced ventilation conditions.
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Full-scale experiments were conducted by Wang et al., [60, 61] to study the
smoke removal eciency in naturally ventilated tunnel with roof openings. Their
study highlighted that most smoke ow out of the tunnel through roof openings.
Recent studies [62{64] in naturally ventilated tunnels with vertical ventilation shafts
concluded that ventilation shafts are more ecient as chimneys for smoke exhaust
and increases natural ventilation pressure. Recent study [65] on tunnel ventilation
was based on mixed mode ventilation system. They studied the inuence of forced
longitudinal ventilation on natural roof ventilation system. They identied the
critical longitudinal velocity suitable for better smoke removal. Similar
investigations [66, 67] were carried out to determine the eects of longitudinal
ventilations on the ceiling mounted smoke extraction systems.
Forced longitudinal ventilations are ideal for tunnels with unidirectional trac
ow. For tunnels with bidirectional travel, buoyancy induced ceiling ventilation
systems are more suitable. This does not require installation of mechanical fans,
ducts and reduces the installation and operating cost. The studies on the eects of
heat source locations in roof vented tunnel with multiple vents are limited.
1.6 Turbulence modeling
The plume transport phenomena involves complex processes and buoyancy induced
turbulent mixing is important since it is one of the key process for the growth and
spread of thermal plume. Turbulent natural convection ow was studied by
Markatos and Pericleous [68] in a square cavity with dierentially heated side walls
using standard k   " turbulence model. They found that the model is suitable for
predicting natural convection ows. Cook and Lomas [69] analyzed buoyancy driven
ows in enclosure using standard k   " and RNG k   " models. They found RNG
k   " model gave better results. Stavrakakis and Markatos [70] numerically studied
the air ow in one and two room enclosures containing a re source. The standard
k  " and RNG k  " models were used to simulate the buoyancy induced ows. The
capability of the two turbulence models were compared with the experimental
results and it was concluded that both turbulence model can be used for re
simulations. Extensive numerical investigations were performed by Kenjeres et al.
[71{74] on turbulent natural and mixed convection problems using transient
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes(TRANS) with dierent turbulence model and
their results showed good agreement with LES, DNS and experimental results.
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Turbulent natural convection ow in dierentially heated cavity with radiation
eects were studied using k  " turbulence model, [75, 76] and the simulation results
were in good agreement with experimental data. Similarly, Kuznetsov and Sheremet
[77] analyzed buoyancy driven ows in square cavity with nite wall thickness using
k   " model, and found that the model was able to capture the turbulent ow
characteristic accurately.
Abib and Jaluria [78] numerically analyzed the turbulent penetrative and
recirculating ow in vented compartment re with low Reynolds number model of
Lam Bremhorst. Similarly Davidson [79] and Akhilesh et al. [80] carried out
numerical analysis on buoyancy induced turbulent ows using Lam Bremhorst
model and found that this model has higher capability of predicting turbulent
quantities reasonably well in regions near and away from the walls. The capability
of Large Eddy simulations (LES) model in predicting the air ow characteristics in
buildings were numerically analyzed [81{83] and their investigation revealed that
the numerical results were close to experimental predictions. The capability and
accuracy of dierent turbulence models for the buoyancy induced turbulent ows
were reported [84{86]. Several approaches have been proposed with better and
optimized turbulence models [87{89]; however, there is no universal turbulence
model that is suitable for all applications of computational uid dynamics.
1.7 Non-Boussinesq approach
Most of the classical problems on buoyancy induced ow phenomena were modeled
with Boussinesq approximation. The approximation is valid when product of
thermal expansion coecient and temperature dierence is insignicant. However,
for applications with larger temperature dierence such as re ventilation it is
inappropriate to evaluate density variations by Boussinesq approximation.
Vierendeels et al., [90] numerically studied thermally driven ows in square cavity in
non-Boussinesq regime by solving compressible Navier-Stokes equation. The
convective term was evaluated by explicit third order discretization scheme and
stiness was treated by preconditioning technique. A similar numerical study was
carried out by compressible approach using nite volume method [91] to incorporate
larger density variations. In variable density formulations, Gay-Lussac number (Ga)
[92, 93] quanties density variations of working uid. The Boussinesq approximation
is valid when Gay-Lussacs number is negligible, close to zero. The eects of Ga on
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the ow characteristics were investigated [93] for xed Rayleigh and Prandtl
numbers. They identied that velocity elds were signicantly aected by increasing
Gay-Lussacs number. Kumar and Eswaran [94] studied natural convection ows in
3-D dierentially heated cavity considering radiation eects using non-Boussinesq
variable density approach. Recent numerical study on high thermobuoyant ows [95]
in square cavity with bottom heat source has compared the heat transfer
characteristics between incompressible Boussinesq and compressible ows. Similar
numerical investigations were carried out to predict the conjugate natural
convection ows in vertical annulus [96] and capability of Boussinesq and
non-Boussinesq models were discussed. The above investigations on natural
convection ows were discussed in closed cavities which are heated from the left and
bottom boundaries. In literature, numerical works on buoyancy induced exchange
ows in partial open enclosures modeled by non-Boussinesq approach are limited.
1.8 Motivation and Objectives of Present Work
The buoyancy induced turbulent ows in partial enclosures have extensive
environmental and industrial applications. In literature studies on the thermal
plume and ow characteristics in enclosures with vertical and horizontal openings
are limited. The ow patterns through horizontal openings are complex and more
unstable than vertical openings. Most of the previous investigations have focused on
xed vent aspect ratio. Previous studies have not considered the eects of
compartment geometry, heat source strength, vent aspect ratio, wind direction,
wind speed, vertical barriers, multiple vents, heat source and vent locations. This
has been the motivation for present investigation.
The aim of present study is to investigate buoyancy induced turbulent ows
through horizontal vents in enclosures with dierent congurations. The aim is
achieved through following objectives.
 To develop RANS based buoyancy induced turbulent ow solver with high
accuracy compact nite dierence schemes within the frame work of Boussinesq
approximation.
 To study the thermal plume behavior in ceiling vented square and rectangular
enclosures.
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 To study the eect of vertical and horizontal openings in rectangular
compartment connected to vertical shaft.
 To perform parametric analysis by varying Grashof number, vent size, heat
source and vent locations.
 To develop non-Boussinesq variable density solver to study the buoyancy-induced
laminar and turbulent ows.
 To study buoyant ows in tunnels with multiple ceiling vents using FDS code
based on LES.
 To investigate the wind eects and drag force of water particles on plume
behavior in dual enclosures.
1.9 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organized in the following way.
 Chapter 2 describes the modeling of turbulent buoyant ows and results are
presented for the case of ceiling vented square enclosure with internal heat source.
 Chapter 3 presents the results of buoyancy induced ows in rectangular
compartment connected to vertical shaft.
 Chapter 4 provides the modeling of non-Boussinesq transition ows and includes
the results of buoyancy driven mixing between two enclosures lled with hot and
cold uid.
 Chapter 5 presents the formulation of non-Boussinesq turbulent ows and results
are presented for ceiling vented square enclosure with forced inlet port.
 Chapter 6 provides the Large Eddy Simulation results of buoyant ows in tunnel
with roof openings.
 Chapter 7 describes the inuence of wind speed and wind direction on plume
behavior in dual enclosures.
 Chapter 8 presents the interactions between water sprays and thermal plume in
dual enclosure connected to vertical shaft.
 Chapter 9 summarizes the conclusions and opportunities for future research.
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Chapter 2
Plume behavior in enclosure with
horizontal vent
The thermal plume behavior in ceiling vented enclosure with internal heat source is
numerically investigated in this chapter. The horizontal or ceiling vents are openings
in ceilings, oors or smoke vent at roof top. The bidirectional discharge rate through
horizontal openings are highly unstable in comparison with vertical openings such
as doorways and windows.
l
s
D
Heat source
Vent
H
xbs
xbv
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of square enclosure with ceiling vent.
2.1 Problem denition
The schematic diagram of square enclosure with ceiling vent is shown in Fig. 2.1. There
is a nite-size heat source at constant temperature Ts located at the bottom wall of
enclosure and ceiling vent of width D above to the ambient media at temperature
T1.
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2.2 Mathematical Formulation
In buoyant ows, turbulence is generated from hot gases rising into the ambient uid
and hence, it is necessary to understand the fundamentals of turbulence. The three
primary turbulence modeling approaches in CFD are Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS), Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS).
DNS and LES are computationally expensive for practical engineering applications.
As a result, majority of turbulent ows are simulated with RANS approach. The
RANS equations are obtained from Navier-Stokes equations as follows:
Continuity equation
@ui
@xi
= 0 (2.1)
Momentum equation
@ui
@t
+ uj
@ui
@xj
=  1

@p
@xi
+
@
@xj


@ui
@xj

(2.2)
Energy equation
@T
@t
+ ui
@T
@xi
=
@
@xi

e
@T
@xi

(2.3)
The RANS equations are obtained by time averaging of Navier-Stokes equations
by replacing ow variables by sum of their mean and uctuating parts.
ui = ui + u
0
i (2.4)
T = T + T
0
The averaging of Navier-Stokes equation introduces unknown Reynolds stress
tensor (ij) that needs to be modeled. As a result, RANS equations are not closed
since number of unknowns are greater than number of equations. Most of the
approaches employ Boussinesq eddy-viscosity concept to model Reynolds stress
tensor. The eddy-viscosity concept assumes that Reynolds stress is directly
proportional to mean rate of strain and is given below.
 u0iu0j = t

@ui
@xj
+
@uj
@xi

  2
3
kij (2.5)
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The symbol t represents turbulent eddy viscosity which is not a uid property
but depends strongly on the state of turbulence. ij represents kronecker delta, k is
the kinetic energy of uctuating motions.
k =
1
2

u02 + v02 + w02

(2.6)
Similarly, time averaging of energy equation introduces turbulent heat ux which
needs to be modeled.
 u0iT 0 =
t
t

@T i
@xi

(2.7)
where t represents turbulent Prandtl number.
The turbulent eddy viscosity is determined by dierent turbulent models and are
generally classied as follows:
 Algebraic or Zero-Equation Models
 One-Equation Models
 Two-Equation Models
In algebraic model, turbulent eddy viscosity is determined in terms of local mean
velocity and an example of this approach is the mixing layer model that relates mixing
length scale to turbulent viscosity.
t = l
2
@ui@yj
 (2.8)
The one-equation model solves the turbulent kinetic energy equation. The
turbulent length scale is then algebraically prescribed in this model. The turbulent
viscosity is related to kinetic energy and length scale using the below relation.
t =
p
kl (2.9)
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The two-equation model is commonly used for modeling turbulence in RANS
based calculations. In this model, two transport equations are solved for turbulent
kinetic energy (k) and turbulent dissipation rate ("). Some of the commonly used
two-equation models are Standard k  " model, k  ! model, Realizable k  " model
and Re-Normalized Group method (RNG) model. The Lam Bremhorst low
Reynolds number k    model is one of the most widely two-equation model for
buoyant ows with entrainment. This model uses damping wall functions in
transport equations which allow smooth change of ow variables from laminar
sublayer near the wall to fully developed turbulent ows away from the wall.
The present study is modeled as two-dimensional, unsteady incompressible
turbulent buoyant ow in a long partial square enclosure. The governing equations
for turbulent natural convection ows is described mathematically by the Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS), including the time averaged energy
equation for the mean temperature eld that drives the ow by buoyancy force. The
buoyancy term is modeled by Boussinesq approximation that treats density as a
constant value in all equations, except for the buoyancy term in the momentum
equation. Turbulence is modeled with a low Reynolds number k    model of Lam
Bremhorst including the contribution of buoyancy force in the turbulent kinetic
energy generation and dissipation. The governing equations are as follows.
Continuity equation
@u
@x
+
@v
@y
= 0 (2.10)
x-momentum equation
@u
@t
+ u
@u
@x
+ v
@u
@y
=  1

@p
@x
+ 

@2u
@x2
+
@2u
@y2

+ 2
@
@x

t
@u
@x

+
@
@y

t
@u
@y

+
@
@y

t
@v
@x

(2.11)
y-momentum equation
@v
@t
+ u
@v
@x
+ v
@v
@y
=  1

@p
@y
+ 

@2v
@x2
+
@2v
@y2

+
@
@x

t
@u
@y

+
@
@x

t
@v
@x

+ 2
@
@y

t
@v
@y

+ g(T   T1) (2.12)
Where g is the acceleration due to gravity;  is the coecient of volumetric thermal
expansion;  is the density of the uid; e is the thermal diusivity. The turbulent
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eddy viscosity (t) is evaluated from the relation t =
Ck2

. C is a model constant
and its value is 0.09.
Energy equation
@T
@t
+ u
@T
@x
+ v
@T
@y
=
@
@x

+
t
t

@T
@x

+
@
@y

e +
t
t

@T
@y

(2.13)
The value of t is taken as 0.9.
Kinetic energy equation
@k
@t
+ u
@k
@x
+ v
@k
@y
=
@
@x

 +
t
k

@k
@x

+
@
@y

 +
t
k

@k
@y

+ Gk    + Pk (2.14)
The term Pk is the production of turbulent kinetic energy due to shear and is given
below
Pk = t
"
2

@u
@x
2
+ 2

@v
@y
2
+

@u
@y
+
@v
@x
2#
(2.15)
The term Gk is the production of turbulence due to buoyancy eects and are as
follows
Gk =  gt
Prt
@T
@y
(2.16)
Dissipation equation
@
@t
+ u
@
@x
+ v
@
@y
=
@
@x

 +
t


@
@x

+
@
@y

 +
t


@
@y

  C2f2 
2
k
+ C1f1
"
t
(
2

@u
@x
2
+ 2

@v
@y
2
+

@u
@y
+
@v
@x
2)
  C3

gt
Prt
@T
@y
#

k
(2.17)
The RANS equations are obtained in the stream function ( ) and vorticity (!)
formulation approach. Advantages of this formulation are added accuracy due to
exact satisfaction of mass conservation and reduction in the number of unknowns to
two as compared to three unknowns for primitive variable formulations. Pressure is
eliminated by taking the curl of the momentum equation to give the vorticity
transport equation (VTE). The turbulent kinetic energy (k) and dissipation ()
equations are obtained using the low Reynolds number k    turbulence model of
Lam Bremhorst. The following non-dimensional variables are used to obtain the
dimensionless governing equations. The free convection velocity (Vc =
p
gTH) is
considered as the reference velocity scale. The height (H) of the enclosure is
considered as the reference length scale.
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X = x
H
; Y = y
H
; U = u
Vc
; V = v
Vc
;  = tVc
H
;  = T T1
Ts T1 ; Vc = (gTH)
1
2 ;

 = ! (H)
1
2
(gT )
1
2
; 	 =  
(gTH3)
1
2
;K = k
(gTH)
; " = 
((gT )3H)
1
2
The dimensionless governing equations are as follows.
Non-dimensional Stream function equation
@2	
@X2
+
@2	
@Y 2
=  
 (2.18)
Non-dimensional Vorticity transport equation
@

@
+ U
@

@X
+ V
@

@Y
=
@
@X

1
(Gr)
1
2
+
1
Ret

@

@X

+
@
@X
+
@
@Y

1
(Gr)
1
2
+
1
Ret

@

@Y

+ 2
@U
@Y
@2
@X2

1
Ret

  2 @V
@X
@2
@Y 2

1
Ret

+ 2

@V
@Y
  @U
@X

@2
@X@Y

1
Ret

(2.19)
Non-dimensional Energy equation
@
@
+U
@
@X
+V
@
@Y
=
@
@X

1
(Pr(Gr)
1
2
+
1
PrtRet

@
@X

+
@
@Y

1
(Pr(Gr)
1
2
+
1
PrtRet

@
@Y

(2.20)
Non-dimensional Kinetic energy equation
@K
@
+ U
@K
@X
+ V
@K
@Y
=
@
@X

1
(Gr)
1
2
+
1
kRet

@K
@X

+
@
@Y

1
(Gr)
1
2
+
1
kRet

@K
@Y

  1
RetPrt
@
@Y
  "+ 1
Ret
"
2

@U
@X
2
+ 2

@V
@Y
2
+

@U
@Y
+
@V
@X
2#
(2.21)
Non-dimensional Dissipation equation
@"
@
+U
@"
@X
+ V
@"
@Y
=
@
@X

1
(Gr)
1
2
+
1
"Ret

@"
@X

+
@
@Y

1
(Gr)
1
2
+
1
"Ret

@"
@Y

 C2f2 "
2
k
C1f1

1
Ret
(
2

@U
@X
2
+ 2

@V
@Y
2
+

@U
@Y
+
@V
@X
2)
  C3 1
RetPrt
@
@Y

"
K
(2.22)
For low Reynolds number k    turbulence model, constants used are C = 0:09;
C1 = 1:44; C2 = 1:92; C3 = 0:7; Prt = 0:9; k = 1:0; s = 1:3. The damping wall
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functions f1 , f2 and f are as follows.
f1 = 1 +

0:14
f
3
(2.23)
f2 =

1  0:27 exp( R2t )

[1  exp( Rn)] (2.24)
f = exp
"
  3:4
1 +
 
Rt
50
2
#
(2.25)
Where Gr = gTH
3
2
is the Grashof number; Pr = 

is the Prandtl number; Ret =
"
CK2
; Rt = Gr
1=2

K2
"

; Rn = Gr
1=2K1=2n; n is the normal distance from the nearest
wall. Rayleigh number is the product of Gr and Pr and is represented as follows
Ra = gTH
3

The expressions for the velocity components in terms of stream function are as follows.
U =
@ 
@Y
; V =   @ 
@X
(2.26)
2.3 Boundary conditions
It is easy to describe the boundary conditions at the solid walls. The problem is,
however, the treatment of the boundaries that are not bounded by solid walls and
that involve entrainment ows at the openings. Mass, momentum and energy
exchange may take place at the opening as a result of viscous eects and turbulent
mixing. The boundary condition at the opening is to account the interactions
between cold and hot uids due to temperature dierence. Hence ow modeling in
enclosure with ceiling vent is complex due to bidirectional ow at the vent. In the
present study computational domain is restricted within the cavity. No-slip
boundary condition is applied on the solid walls for the velocity eld. At the bottom
wall, the temperature of the source is specied and the remaining walls are taken as
adiabatic. At the vent, horizontal velocity is set to zero and vertical velocity is
obtained from mass balance @v
@y
= 0. The temperature of the uid leaving the vent
satises the upwind condition @T
@y
= 0. The turbulent kinetic energy and normal
gradient of dissipation is set to zero at the walls. At the vent, the normal gradients
of kinetic energy and dissipation are set to zero.
The appropriate initial and boundary conditions in dimensionless form are as
follows:
at  = 0 :  = constant; 
 =  = 0 (2.27)
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for  > 0:
X = 0; X = 1:0; 0 < Y < 1:0 :  = constant; 
 =   @
2 
@X2
;
@
@X
= 0;
K = 0;
@"
@X
= 0 (2.28)
Y = 0; 0 < X < 1:0 :  = constant; 
 =   @
2 
@Y 2
;K = 0;
@"
@Y
= 0
Y = 0; 0 < X < Xbs :
@
@Y
= 0
Xbs < X < Xbs + ls :  = 1:0
Xbs + ls < X < 1:0 :
@
@Y
= 0 (2.29)
Y = 1:0; 0 < X < Xbv :  = constant; 
 =   @
2 
@Y 2
;
@
@Y
= 0
K = 0;
@"
@Y
= 0
Xbv < X < Xbv +D :
@ 
@Y
=
@

@Y
=
@
@Y
=
@K
@Y
=
@"
@Y
= 0
Xbv +D < X < 1:0 :  = constant; 
 =   @
2 
@Y 2
;
@
@Y
= 0
K = 0;
@"
@Y
= 0 (2.30)
where Xbs is the distance upto the source; ls is the source width; Xbv is the distance
up to the vent; D is the vent width.
2.4 Numerical methods
The governing equations are discretized using nite dierence schemes and the
solver is developed in Fortran 90. The stream function equation (SFE) is discretized
using a second order central dierence scheme (CD2). An iteration method of
Bi-conjugate gradient is used to solve the stream function equation. The vorticity
transport equation (VTE), energy equation (EE), Kinetic energy and dissipation
equations are solved by discretizing the diusion terms using CD2. The details are
are given below.
The second-order derivatives in the governing equations are evaluated by using
central nite dierence scheme.

@2
@x2

=
i+1;j   2i;j + i 1;j
(x)2
(2.31)
In nite dierence technique, compact schemes are used to evaluate the non-linear
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convective terms to get solutions with better spacial accuracy. The Optimal Upwind
Compact Schemes (OUCS-3) used in the present study has higher spectral accuracy
and are computationally inexpensive when compared to spectral methods. In OUCS-3
scheme, derivatives at the internal grid points are expressed by an implicit equation.
The details of OUCS-3 scheme are given below:
pj 1u
0
j 1 + u
0
j + pj+1u
0
j+1 =
1
h
2X
k= 2
qkuj+k (2.32)
where pj1 = D  60 ; q2 = F4 + 300 ; q1 = E2 + 30 ; q0 =  11150 with
D=0.3793894912; E=1.57557379; F=0.183205192 and  =  2.
Further details about compact schemes are given in Sengupta et al. [97]. All
simulations are performed with double precision to reduce the round-o error. The
convergence criterion is chosen as  10 6 to solve the stream function equation.
Time integration is performed by the four stage Runge-Kutta (RK4) scheme. A
small time step of  = 10 4 is chosen to avoid the numerical instability.
2.5 Grid independence
X
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X
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b
Figure 2.2: Temperature (a) and vertical velocity (b) proles along the horizontal surface for dierent
grid sizes.
Table 2.1: Average Nusselt number variation for dierent grids
Grid size Average Nusselt number
150 150 87.621
200 200 87.238
300 300 87.235
Numerical simulations are obtained with uniform mesh of dierent grid sizes:
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150  150, 200  200, 300  300 and shown in Fig. 2.2 for Grashof number
Gr = 1010 with a vent width D = 0.2H. In Fig. 2.2 (a & b), the temperature and
vertical velocity distributions are plotted along the horizontal wall at the center of
the enclosure and proles are shown with dierent grid sizes. The heat transfer rate
from the heat source to the surrounding uid is calculated in the form of
non-dimensional number called Nusselt number. The local dimensionless normal
temperature gradient on the heated surface is numerically integrated by trapezoidal
rule to obtain the average Nusselt number. The average Nusselt number variations
with dierent grid sizes are presented in Table 2.1. It is observed that with a grid
size of 200x200 and 300x300 there is no considerable change in the average Nusselt
number value. Hence a grid size of 200x200 is used in the present study.
2.6 Validation
The mathematical model and numerical method are validated with previous results
in literature. Dixit and Babu [98] numerically analyzed the buoyancy driven ow in
a square cavity that has a dierentially heated vertical walls and adiabatic upper
and bottom walls by lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) for Rayleigh number
Ra = 107. The stream function and temperature contours shown in Fig. 2.3 (a & b)
are matching well with the numerical results of Dixit and Babu [98]. Fig. 2.3 (c)
depicts the temperature prole along the horizontal wall at the center of the
enclosure and shows quantitative comparison between the present results and LBM
results. The slight variations visible between the two results are due to dierence in
numerical method (discretization schemes and solution technique).
Turbulent natural convection ow in a square cavity was studied experimentally
by Tian and Karayiannis [99]. The top and bottom walls are made of mild steel
sheet with wooden insulation and considered as adiabatic boundaries. The vertical
walls are maintained at constant temperatures of 500C and 100C with a
corresponding Rayleigh number of Ra = 1:58  109. The temperature and velocity
proles along the horizontal wall at the center of the square enclosure are shown in
Fig. 2.3 (d & e) for Ra = 1:58  109. A quantitative comparison is shown between
the results obtained using second order central dierence scheme (CD2) and
compact scheme (OUCS-3). Experimental data's are shown in discrete symbols and
present results are shown in solid lines. The temperature and velocity proles agreed
well with the experimental results of Tian and Karayiannis [99] and the present
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Figure 2.3: Validation of present results with: LBM a-c; Experimental d & e.
results with compact schemes are accurate than CD2 and are closer to experimental
data. From Fig. 2.3, it is noticed that present mathematical model and numerical
methods are in good agreement with the earlier results of [98, 99] for turbulent
natural convection ows.
2.7 Results and Discussion
The buoyancy driven turbulent ow in a square enclosure with ceiling or horizontal
vent is studied numerically and reported for dierent Grashof numbers. Here, the
value of Prandtl number Pr of air is taken as 0.72 for all the cases. The eects of heat
source location, vent location and multiple vents on the ow eld characteristics are
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presented.
2.7.1 Evolution of ow characteristics
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Figure 2.4: Evolution of stream function contours for Gr = 108.
The evolution of stream function, temperature, vorticity and kinetic energy
contours are shown in Fig. 2.4-2.7 for Grashof number Gr = 108. The heat source of
size 0.2H is located at the center of the bottom wall. A vent of width D=0.2H is
located at the center of ceiling. The stream function contours move upwards from
the heat source with increase in time. A density dierence arises between the inner
(hot) and outer (cold) uids at the vent. Hence ow is bidirectional across the vent.
From Fig. 2.4, a region of recirculation is formed in the cavity due to the
interactions between the warmer uid raising from the heat source and the cold
uid entering through vent. The temperature contours at dierent time intervals are
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Figure 2.5: Evolution of temperature contours for Gr = 108.
shown in Fig. 2.5. The thermal plume moves upwards from the heat source and the
strength of the plume increases with time. The thermal plume reaches the ceiling at
 = 15. The hot air travel against the ventilated air current whereas the fresh air
enters and travels towards the heat source, leading to an excessive ow rotation and
eventually an eective mixing of plume and fresh air is visualized inside the
enclosure at time  = 40. This creates more turbulence leading to well-mixed
environment inside the enclosure. The entrained air tilts the thermal plume. At the
same time the plume acts as a thermal blockage for the ventilation air ow, this
creates an additional acceleration of the air stream as it approaches the heat source.
Hence the inclination and attachment of the thermal plume towards the left wall are
seen at later time intervals  = 60,100. The evolution of vorticity patterns at
dierent time intervals are shown in Fig. 2.6. It is noticed that recirculation or
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Figure 2.6: Evolution of vorticity contours for Gr = 108.
eective mixing of hot air and cold air increases with increase in time. The
turbulent quantities such as kinetic energy contours at dierent times are shown in
Fig. 2.7. As the ow evolves with time, the kinetic energy is attributed to the
uctuation of the upward rising turbulent thermal plume. The interaction between
the hot air and counter cold air at the vent generates swirl ow motion near the
ceiling opening at  = 15 and at later time ( = 15; 60; 100) more circulations are
visualized near the left wall due to tilting of the wall plume.
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Figure 2.7: Evolution of kinetic energy contours for Gr = 108.
2.7.2 Eect of Grashof number
The stream function and temperature contours are shown in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 for
Grashof numbers varying from 108 to 1010. As the Grashof number increases from
108 to 1010, the ow characteristics are highly transient, unstable and complex in
the enclosure. In Fig. 2.8(e), two convective cells are formed along with primary
circulation in comparison with Fig. 2.8(a&c). In Fig. 2.8(b,d,f), the amount of
ambient uid entering into the enclosure is signicant with increase in Grashof
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Figure 2.8: Stream function contours at dierent Grashof numbers.
number. Hence, as time increases the strength of primary recirculating convective
cell is higher than secondary cell. In temperature contours in Fig.2.9, with increase
in Grashof number, cold air creeps into the enclosure at a faster rate. In Fig 2.9(e)
the plume oscillates and leaves the enclosure at a higher rate in comparison with
Fig. 2.8(a&c). In Fig. 2.9(b,d,f), the intensity and strength of the thermal plume
increases with rise in Grashof number. Figure 2.10 indicates the normal velocity
proles plotted across the vent at dierent time intervals for Gr = 1010. The normal
velocity rises with time which shows the increase of volume ow rate through the
vent. The positive sign in the normal velocity prole indicates the plume velocity
while negative sign indicates the inow of ambient air into the enclosure. Flow is
oscillating and bidirectional across the vent due to buoyancy.
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Figure 2.9: Temperature contours at dierent Grashof numbers.
The normal velocity along the vent is numerically integrated by trapezoidal rule
to obtain the net mass ow rate. Fig. 2.11 shows the variation of net mass ow rate
with dierent Grashof number. The net mass ow rate indicates negative sign for
particular instance of time when the inow of ambient uid is more than the
outow of hot uid, similarly the positive value represents the vice versa. In an
incompressible ow, balance between the inow and outow mass ow rate is zero.
However, the magnitude of net mass ow rate is very low and the non-zero
magnitudes are due to transient buoyancy induced ow instability across the vent.
In Fig. 2.11, at time   150 quasi-steady state is reached where the inow and
outow rates are equal. It is observed that the net outow of hot uid and inow of
cold air increases with increase in Grashof number. The variation of average Nusselt
number on the heat source for dierent Grashof numbers are presented in Table.2.2.
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Figure 2.10: Normal velocity prole across the vent for Gr = 1010.
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Figure 2.11: Non-dimensional net mass ow rate variation with time through the vent.
The intensity of heat source increases with rise in Grashof number hence the
average Nusselt number increases.
Table 2.2: Average Nusselt number variation over the heat source for dierent Grashof numbers
Grashof Number Average Nusselt number
108 18.631
109 39.147
1010 87.238
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2.7.3 Eect of heat source location
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Figure 2.12: Eect of heat source location on: temperature contours (a-c); vertical velocity contours
(d-f)
To know the eect of heat source location, results are shown in Fig. 2.12 for
dierent heat source locations. The size of heat source is 0.2H and Grashof number
is Gr = 108. The vent is located at the center of the ceiling with a vent width D =
0.2H. The heat source is placed at three dierent locations at 0.25 H, 0.625H and
0.75H from the left wall. The temperature contours are shown in Fig. 2.12 (a, b & c)
and normal velocity contours are shown in Fig. 2.12 ( d, e & f). When the heat
source is located near the left/right wall and at an intermediate location of 0.625H,
a wall plume is formed which is not axisymmetric and appeared as semi-conical as
shown in Fig. 2.12 (a , b & c). The movement of the buoyant plume from a centrally
located heat source enhances air to be entrained symmetrically from both sides of
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the plume. When the heat source is placed near the left wall, the plume movement
is more near the left wall and movement of entrained air is towards the right wall as
shown in Fig. 2.12 (d). The opposite trend is observed in Fig. 2.12 (e) when the
heat source is placed near the right wall. When the heat source is placed at an
intermediate location 0.625H, the initial plume movement is towards the right wall
and as time progresses the plume propagates towards the left wall of enclosure. The
vertical velocity contours for intermediate location 0.625H indicates that
entrainment of ambient air into enclosure is reduced when compared to 0.25H and
0.75H. For a centrally located heat source, the air entrained laterally into the plume
gets heated up quickly and assist the plume to spread at a higher rate when
compared to near wall heat source.
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Figure 2.13: Non-dimensional net mass ow rate with diiferent heat source locations for Gr = 108.
The variation of net mass ow rate through the vent with time for dierent heat
source locations are shown in Fig. 2.13. It is noticed that till   70, the magnitude
of hot uid leaving the enclosure is higher for centrally located heat source compared
to heat source located near the left,right wall and intermediate location. Moreover for
heat sources located away from center location (0.5H), the entrainment of ambient air
is signicant. At time   70, outow of hot uid through the vent from heat source
located at intermediate location 0.625H is higher. As the ow progresses, at   150
quasi-steady state condition is reached and hence the deviations in the net mass ow
rate observed initially due to dierence in heat source location decreases. From Fig.
2.13, it can be concluded that the initial movement of thermal plume across the vent
from a centrally located heat source is signicant when compared to cases with near
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wall heat source.
2.7.4 Eect of vent location
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Figure 2.14: (a) Normal velocity prole; (b) Non-dimensional net mass ow rate with dierent vent
locations for Gr = 108.
A heat source of size 0.2H is located at the center of the bottom wall. The ceiling
vent is placed at three dierent locations at 0.25H, 0.625H and 0.75H from the left
wall. The normal velocity prole along the vent is shown in Fig. 2.14 (a) for dierent
ceiling vent locations. It is noticed that normal velocity is high when the ceiling vent is
located at the center compared to the case when vent is located near the left and right
wall. The net mass ow rate variation with time for dierent ceiling vent locations
are shown in Fig. 2.14 (b). Signicant amount of hot uid leaves through the vent
located at 0.5H till time   45, and as time progresses ambient air inltrates into the
enclosure. The entrainment is signicant through vents located at 0.25H and 0.75H
till time   45, and at later till time   100, the amount of hot uid leaving
through vent located at 0.25H is signicant when compared to 0.75H. Quasi-steady
state condition is reached at   150 and hence the deviations in the net mass ow
rate observed initially between vent location 0.25H and 0.75H decreases. Hence, it is
clearly evident that the entrained air ow rate is dependent on the heat source and
ceiling vent locations.
2.7.5 Eect of two vents
The normal velocity and net mass ow rate are shown in Fig. 2.15 (a&b) with two
ceiling vents for Grashof number Gr = 108. The heat source is located at the center
of the bottom wall with a size of 0.2 H. Two vents of equal width 0.1 H are located at
0.25H and 0.75H from left side wall. The normal velocity prole along the two vents
at dierent times are shown in Fig. 2.15 (a) for Gr = 108. The ow rates through
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Figure 2.15: (a) Normal velocity proles across two vents; (b) Non-dimensional net mass ow rate
through two vents for Gr = 108.
two vents are equal at initial time but as time progress, the ow rate is signicantly
higher through upstream vent when compared to downstream vent. Figure 2.15 (b)
represents the comparison of net mass ow rate variation with time through the two
ceiling vents and it is observed that till time   15 net ow rates through the
two vents are equal. As time progresses till   100 an increase in ow magnitudes
are visualized through the rst vent since more quantity of hot uid leaves through it
when compared to the second vent. However, a quasi-steady state condition is reached
at   100 where the inow and outow rates through the two vents are balanced
with equal proportion of hot uid leaving and ambient uid entering through the two
vents. Hence the dierence in the net mass ow rate between the two vents decreases
after approaching quasi-steady state condition.
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Figure 2.16: Schematic diagram of square enclosure with vent thickness
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Figure 2.17: Stream function(a&b), temperature(c&d), kinetic energy(e&f) contours in a square
enclosure for Gr = 108. Variation of normal velocity (g) and temperature (h) proles along the top
vent with dierent vent thickness.
2.7.6 Eect of vent thickness
Fig.2.16 represents the schematic diagram of square enclosure with vent thickness
(L). Fig. 2.17 shows the eect of ceiling vent aspect ratio in a square enclosure with
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stream function, temperature and turbulent kinetic energy contours for Gr = 108.
The centrally located heat source and vent are of size ls = 0:2H, D = 0.2H with
vent thickness L = 0.2H. From Fig. 2.17(a & b) as time progresses, stream function
contours move upwards and a region of recirculation is formed across the vent due to
interactions between hot and cold uids. In Fig. 2.17(c & d), entrained air tilts the
thermal plume towards the left wall. As the ow evolves with time, turbulent kinetic
energy is attributed to uctuation of upward rising turbulent thermal plume. In Fig.
2.17(e), at  = 25 the kinetic energy contours depicts the interaction between hot air
and cold air at the vent generating swirl ow motion near the ceiling opening. As ow
evolves more circulations are visualized near the left wall due to tilting of thermal
plume. The normal velocity and temperature prole along the vent top for dierent
vent thicknesses are shown in Fig. 2.17(g & h). The normal velocity and temperature
decreases with increase in vent thickness. This is due to the decrease in volume ow
rate across horizontal vent.
2.7.7 Entrainment eects through horizontal and vertical vents
l
s
HH
Heat source
Vent
H
W
HV
Figure 2.18: Schematic diagram of square enclosure with vertical and horizontal openings.
Further investigations are performed to understand buoyancy induced ow in
partial enclosure with combinations of horizontal and vertical vents. The schematic
diagram is shown in Fig.2.18. The enclosure top wall has a horizontal vent of size
HH = 0:15W which is opened to the ambient environment. Similarly the right wall
lower portion has a vertical vent of size HV = 0:3W . The plume behavior in square
and rectangular enclosures are investigated in the present study for height (H) to
width (W) aspect ratios A.R = 1, 2.
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Figure 2.19: Evolution of Stream function contours in square enclosure
The illustrations shown in Fig.2.19 (a-d) represents the evolution of stream
function contours in square enclosure for Grashof number Gr = 109. At the initial
time interval  = 4 entrained air ows into the enclosure through the vertical vent.
Density dierence arises at the vent due to the temperature dierence between the
inner hot uid and outer ambient uid. The lighter hot uid leaves the enclosure
through the vent meanwhile the cold ambient uid enters into the cavity. As the
ow progresses at  = 10 cold air creeps into the enclosure through the horizontal
and vertical vents. The ow is bidirectional across the openings. Two recirculation
regions are formed inside the cavity and recirculation cells represents the movement
of hot and cold uid. At   50 the movement of hot uid is signicant towards the
right half of the enclosure. The hot uid mixes with the entrained air and forms
larger convective cell inside the enclosure at  = 100.
The illustrations in Fig.2.20(a-d) represents the evolution patterns of stream
function contours in rectangular enclosure for Gr = 109. The stream function
contours represents the well mixing of uids and patterns of multi-recirculating
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Figure 2.20: Evolution of Stream function contours in rectangular enclosure
convective cells are seen at  = 20&50. As ow progresses, the convective cells
merges and a larger convective cell is visualized at time  = 100.
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Figure 2.21: Eect of aspect ratio on net mass ow rate (a) horizontal vent (b) vertical vent.
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The eect of aspect ratios on the mass ow rate are investigated by comparing
vent mass ow rates between square (A.R=1) and rectangular cavity (A.R=2) and
are shown in Fig.2.21 for Gr = 109. Fig.2.21(a&b) represents the net mass ow
rate through horizontal vent and vertical vents. It is visualized from Fig.2.21(a) that
for higher aspect ratio the plume reaches the ceiling at   25. It is evident from
Fig.2.21 that with increase in aspect ratio there is a signicant decrease in the ambient
entrainment rates through the openings.
2.8 Summary
The buoyancy-induced turbulent ow generated by a heat source in a square enclosure
with single and multiple ceiling vents are investigated and presented in this chapter.
The uid ow characteristics in the enclosure are reported for various parameters
such as Grashof number, location of heat source and location of ceiling vent. The ow
is found to be oscillating and bidirectional across the vent due to buoyancy eects.
As the Grashof number increases from 108 to 1010, the ow becomes highly transient,
unstable and chaotic in the enclosure. The intensity of turbulence increases with
increase in Grashof number, increasing the entrained ambient air ow rate through the
vent. The thermal plume spreading rate from centrally located heat source is higher
when compared to heat source placed near the wall. The entrainment of ambient
air is signicant when the heat source is placed away from the center location. The
amount of entrainment depends on the heat source and vent locations. Hence ceiling
vent location is most important parameter for growth and spreading of plume. The
initial ow rate is higher through vent located at the upstream side of heat source
compared to vent located at downstream side of heat source till quasi-steady state
condition. The discharge rate through ceiling vent increases with reduction in vent
thickness. Present results would be useful for understanding the growth and spread
of thermal plume inside ceiling vented enclosure.
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Chapter 3
Buoyant ows in vertical shaft
In tall buildings, there are internal ow passages such as open elevator shafts,
stairwells which are integral part of modern buildings. During re accidents,
elevator shafts which are vertical channels facilitate the re transport phenomena
due to stack eects and are connected to upper oors through vertical openings
such as doorways. This poses a threat to human life at remote locations from the
re. Fire safety measures such as vertical barriers and smoke vents reduces the
impact of re accidents by controlling the re spreading rate.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of rectangular compartment connected to vertical shaft
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3.1 Problem denition
In this chapter, computational study is performed on the buoyancy induced
turbulent ow characteristics in a vertical shaft connected to an adjacent
rectangular compartment which are the integral part of high-rise buildings. The
schematic diagram is shown in Fig 3.1. There is a nite-size heat source at constant
temperature Ts located at the bottom wall of rectangular enclosure and vertical
partition connecting vertical shaft. The shaft has a horizontal vent of width D above
to the ambient media at temperature T1. Here, the value of Prandtl number Pr of
air is taken as 0.72 for all the cases. The dimensions of the compartment are
0:5H  0:25H and the heat source size of ls = 0:1H is located centrally. The vertical
shaft has height (H) to width (W) aspect ratio of 10 with centrally located
horizontal vent of width D = 0.05H.
3.2 Grid Independence
Figure 3.2 (a & b) shows the temperature prole along the horizontal wall at the
center of the rectangular compartment and at the center of the vertical shaft with
dierent grid sizes of 100 200, 150 400 and 200 500 for Gr = 1011. Simulations
were performed to determine the net mass ow rate variation with time for
rectangular compartment with two vertical passages located in its left and right
walls each of height Hv = 0:1H with three dierent grid sizes. Figure 3.2(c) shows
the net mass ow rate variation along the vertical passage connecting compartment
and shaft with three dierent grid sizes and the results are grid independent with
grid size of 150  400. From Figure 3.2, it is noticed that the solution is grid
independent with grid size of 150 400. Hence all simulations are reported with this
grid size.
3.3 Validation
The accuracy of the present numerical model are validated with experimental and
numerical results available in the literature. Xaman et al. [100] numerically analyzed
the turbulent natural convection ow in a tall cavity that has a dierentially heated
vertical walls and adiabatic upper and bottom walls by nite dierence method for
Rayleigh number Ra = 1012. They have chosen the aspect ratio of height to width
as 20. The stream function and temperature contours shown in Figure 3.3 (a&b) are
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Figure 3.2: Non-dimensional temperature prole at the mid-height for Gr = 1011:(a) compartment
and (b) Vertical shaft; (c) Non-dimensional net mass ow rate variation through vertical passage.
matching well with the numerical results [100]. The experimental study on the
turbulent natural convection ow in a tall cavity that has a dierentially heated
vertical walls and adiabatic upper and bottom walls for Ra = 0:86  106 are
reported in [101]. The hot and cold plates are of polished aluminum backed by
temperature controlled water jackets and the water passes upwards along channels
behind each plate with independent ow control of each channel to ensure equality
of temperature across the plates. The vertical plates are maintained at constant
temperatures of 19:60C and 39:90C with corresponding Rayleigh number
Ra = 0:86 106. The vertical velocity and temperature proles along the horizontal
wall at the center of the tall cavity are shown in Figure 3.3 (c&d). The temperature
and velocity proles agreed well with the experimental results of Betts and Bokhari
[101]. From Figure 3.3, it is noticed that present mathematical model and numerical
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Figure 3.3: Validation of present non-dimensional results with:(a&b) Numerical (Xaman et al.[100]);
(c&d) Experimental (Betts and Bokhari [101])
methods are in good agreement with the earlier results[100, 101] for turbulent
natural convection ow in a tall cavity.
The accuracy of the present two-dimensional (2D) model is compared with
three-dimensional (3D) model where the vertical passage is not present across the
entire width of compartment. The 3D simulations are performed by Large Eddy
Simulation (LES) using Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS) code developed by National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). A total number of 3,44,000 cells are
used in 3D simulation. The rectangular compartment is 0.475 m wide, 0.25 m high,
and 0.2 m deep. The vertical passage is 0.025 m wide, 0.225 m high, 0.18 m deep
and the compartment is connected to the shaft through the passage. The adjacent
tall shaft is 0.1 m wide, 1.0 m high, and 0.2 m deep. The width and depth of
centrally positioned heat source is 0.1 m with Gr = 1011. Figure 3.4 (a&b) indicates
the temperature contours at time 5 and 200 seconds along the xy plane at z=0.1m.
From Figure 3.4 (a&b), the plume rises from the heat source and propagates deep
into the shaft through the vertical passage. Similar transport phenomena of thermal
plume are observed with present simulations. Figure 3.4 (c) represents the
non-dimensional temperature variation along the vertical center line of the shaft. It
is visualized that temperature is higher at the lower portion of shaft and
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Figure 3.4: Temperature contours (a,b) at slice plane Z=0.1 for Gr = 1011;(c) Non-dimensional
temperature variation along shaft vertical axis.
temperature decreases with increase in altitude along the vertical center line of
shaft. Since the ratio of cross-sectional area between the compartment, vertical
passage and shaft are dierent from 2D to 3D ows slight deviations are visualized
in the temperature proles.
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Evolution of ow characteristics
Figures. 3.5 and 3.6 represents the stream function and temperature contours for
compartment connected to shaft without vertical partition. The Grashof number is
Gr = 1010. The stream function contours moves upwards from the heat source towards
the ceiling of rectangular compartment. The compartment is lled with hot uid at
time  = 10 and plume enters into the shaft through vertical passage. A density
dierence arises between the hot and the ambient uids present in the two enclosures,
and this further accelerate the mixing of uids through the vertical passage. Hence
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of stream function contours for Gr = 1010
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Figure 3.6: Evolution of temperature contours for Gr = 1010
the ow is bidirectional at the opening passage between the compartment and the
shaft. As the time progresses above   10, the hot uid spreads inside the shaft and
leaves through the exhaust or horizontal vent. The conned solid wall boundaries
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trap the heat and restrict the horizontal movement of air and hence generate more
air circulations inside the shaft. The stream function contours indicate a pattern of
complex ow structure with multi-recirculating convective cells driven by buoyancy
force throughout the core region of the shaft as shown in Fig. 3.5(d). At the shaft
outlet, the cold air is entrained into the shaft due to buoyancy and this further
accelerates the swirl ow motion near the exhaust. The ow pattern with eective
mixing and excessive ow rotations indicates that transport phenomena is complex
in vertical shaft.
The temperature contours at dierent time intervals are shown in Fig. 3.6 (a-d).
The thermal plume moves upwards from the heat source and the strength of the
plume increases with increase in time. The thermal plume reaches the ceiling of
compartment at  = 10 and propagates into the vertical shaft. Meanwhile, cold uid
from the shaft penetrates through the vertical passage into the compartment due to
density dierence. The inltrated cold air tilts the plume towards the left wall of
compartment. Hence inclination and attachment of the thermal plume towards the
left wall of the compartment is visualized at time   50. As the plume migrates
further inside the shaft, the shape of the plume is transformed as a wall plume with
elongation of ame height and reduction in radius of ame.
3.4.2 Eect of Grashof number
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of longitudinal velocity proles across vertical passage for dierent Gr
Figure 3.7 and 3.8 represents the longitudinal velocity proles and net mass ow
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of net mass ow rate across vertical passage for dierent Gr
rate through the vertical passage for two dierent Grashof numbers. In Fig.3.7, the
positive values represents the plume velocity and negative values indicates the
entrainment from vertical shaft. The buoyant gas accumulates near the rectangular
compartment ceiling and enters into the shaft through upper half of vertical
passage; meanwhile, ambient air penetrates through lower half of the passage. The
bidirectional exchange of hot and cold uid rises by increasing Grashof number. The
negative values in net mass ow rate indicates the back-ow from vertical shaft into
the compartment.
3.4.3 Eect of vertical passage
To know the eect of vertical passage between the compartment and vertical shaft,
results of stream function and temperature contours are shown in Fig. 3.9 with the
vertical vent height Hv = 0:05H for Grashof number Gr = 10
10. From Fig. 3.9(a&c),
the vertical barrier restricts the free movement of uid near the right boundary of
compartment and reduction in vertical passage decreases the amount of thermal
plume penetrating into the vertical shaft. Moreover less amount of inltrated air
enters the compartment signicantly reduces the mixing of hot and cold uid inside
the compartment. Hence in Fig.3.9 (d), signicant tilting of the thermal plume is
not visualized even at later time intervals  = 100. The intensity of thermal plume
inside the compartment is higher and signicant decrease in temperature is
visualized through the central core of the shaft. Figure 3.10 represents the net mass
ow rate with dierent sizes of vertical passage. The reduction in vertical passage
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of stream function contours (a,c), temperature contours(b,d) with vertical
passage of height Hv = 0:05H for Gr = 10
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of net mass ow rate for dierent vertical passage size
decreases the amount of thermal plume penetrating into the vertical shaft.
Moreover, less amount of inltrated air enters the compartment and signicantly
reduces the mixing of hot and cold uid inside the compartment.
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Figure 3.11: Stream function (a) and temperature contours (b) with ceiling vent in the compartment
for Gr = 1010.
3.4.4 Eect of ceiling vent in rectangular compartment
To know the eect of ceiling vent in rectangular compartment, stream function and
temperature contours are plotted in Fig. 3.11 for Grashof number Gr = 1010. The
horizontal vent of width D = 0.1H is positioned at the ceiling center of rectangular
compartment and vertical vent of height Hv = 0:1H connects the vertical shaft.
The top left boundary of vertical shaft includes an exit port of height Hv = 0:1H
similar to the previous case. In Fig.3.11 (a), the stream function contours inside the
compartment indicates signicant entrainment of ambient uid through the ceiling
vent. As ow evolves, thermal plume spreads inside the compartment and signicant
amount of plume escapes through ceiling vent and the less quantity of hot uid
propagates into the vertical shaft and is shown in Fig.3.11 (b&d). Meanwhile along
the axis of the plume, ambient uid entrains through the ceiling vent and travels
towards the heat source, leading to an excessive ow rotation and eventually an
eective mixing of plume and fresh air is visualized inside the rectangular enclosure
in Fig.3.11(c). The ow pattern in the shaft shows reduction in the intensity of thermal
plume with fewer recirculating convective cells.
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Figure 3.12: Non-dimensional normal velocity prole across the ceiling vent in rectangular
compartment.
Figure 3.12 depicts the bidirectional normal velocity along the ceiling vent at
dierent time intervals. The positive sign in the normal velocity indicates that plume
leaves the compartment and negative sign indicates the inow of ambient air.
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Figure 3.13: Non-dimensional net mass ow rate through vertical and horizontal vents in rectangular
compartment.
To compare inltration through openings in rectangular compartment,
simulations are performed by replacing ceiling vent in previous case with vertical
vent of height Hv = 0:1H on the compartment left boundary. The evolution of net
mass ow rate through left vertical vent and ceiling vent of compartment are
compared in Fig. 3.13 for Gr = 1010. The positive magnitudes in the plots indicates
the inltration through the vertical vent and plume outow through the ceiling
vent. Whereas the negative magnitudes represent the inltration through ceiling
vent and plume outow through vertical vent. The inltration rate through ceiling
vent is very high when compared to vertical vent of the compartment.
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3.4.5 Eect of rectangular compartment location
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Figure 3.14: Stream function(a,b) and temperature(c,d) contours for shifted rectangular
compartment.
To understand the plume behavior from upper oors, the rectangular
compartment is placed at the mid-height of shaft and connected through vertical
passage. The results are shown in Fig. 3.14 for Gr = 1010. The height of the vertical
passage is 0.05H and horizontal vent of size 0.05H is provided at the exit of shaft.
The stream function contours are shown in Fig. 3.14 (a&b) and temperature
contours are shown in (c&d). The plume enters the shaft and movement is
signicant towards the top portion of shaft. The buoyancy force drives thermal
plume towards the shaft top exit. Moreover from Fig. 3.14 (d) it is visualized that
temperature at the bottom portion of the shaft is at ambient temperature. The
intensity of temperature contours at the upper half of the shaft is higher since the
plume travel distance is reduced by shifting the compartment hence less
recirculation cells are seen inside the shaft.
3.5 Summary
The turbulent buoyant ow characteristics in tall vertical shaft connected to
adjacent rectangular compartment is numerically investigated. The ow patterns in
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vertical shaft represents multi-recirculating convective cells with eective turbulent
mixing due to buoyancy. The height of the vertical passage between the
compartment and shaft has signicant eect on growth and spread of plume. The
inltration rate through horizontal vent inside the compartment is higher than the
vertical vent. The ceiling vent is preferred for eective removal of plume from the
compartment. The plume transport phenomena is signicantly changed by varying
compartment location.
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Chapter 4
Non-Boussinesq transition ows
4.1 Buoyant exchange ows between enclosures
In this chapter, buoyancy induced mixing between two square enclosures lled with
hot and cold uids and connected through central horizontal passage is numerically
investigated. The lower and upper enclosures are lled with hot (Th) and cold uids
(Tc) with heavier uid lying on top of lighter uid and buoyant exchange ows are
modeled by non-Boussinesq approach.
4.1.1 Problem denition
H
W
H1
H2
Hv
D Xb2Xb1
θ = 0
θ = 1
Interface between
hot and cold fluids
X
Y
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of two square enclosures connected through horizontal vent.
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The schematic diagram of two square enclosure is shown in Fig 4.1. A horizontal
opening facilitates the buoyancy driven mixing process between the two enclosures.
The width (W) of the enclosure is 0.45H. The height of lower and upper enclosure is
H1=H2=0.45H. The vent height is Hv= 0.1H. The total height (H) of the enclosure
is 1.0H. The height to width aspect ratio of lower (H1/W) and upper enclosure
(H2/W) is 1.0. The value of H/W ratio is 2.22. The width of the horizontal passage
is represented as D. A non-Boussinesq variable density approach is implemented to
evaluate the density variations.
4.1.2 Governing equations
Most often ow problems involving change of temperature are modeled using
Boussinesq approximation. However, for applications with large temperature
dierence Boussinesq approximation fails and results may not reect the real
phenomena. Hence, a pressure based algorithm with variable density approach is
proposed to solve ow problems with larger temperature variation. The natural
convection ow is modeled as unsteady, two-dimensional, laminar compressible ow
problem suitable for low Mach number ows. The thermo physical properties of
uid are constant, except the change in density which are evaluated from ideal gas
law. The governing equations for conservation of mass, momentum and energy are
as follows:
Continuity equation
The continuity equation expressing the conservation of mass is
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y-momentum equation
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where  is the density of the uid;  is the dynamic viscosity; g is the acceleration
due to gravity.
Energy equation
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where k is the thermal conductivity. The pressure work and viscous dissipation
terms in energy equation are ignored for low Mach number ows.
The equation of state relates density with pressure and temperature and are as
follows:
p = RT (4.5)
The pressure Poisson equation for variable density approach are derived as
follows:
The continuity equation is modied and is given below:
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The time discretized momentum equations are given as follows:
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where u & v are the predicted velocity elds. The pressure Poisson equation given
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below is obtained by substituting equation (4.7&4.8) into L.H.S of eqn(4.6).
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where  ,u,v are the density and velocity elds at time tn.
The following non-dimensional variables are used to obtain the dimensionless
governing equations:
The free convection velocity (Vc =
p
gTH) is considered as the reference velocity
scale. The height (H) of the enclosure is considered as the reference length scale.
X = x
H
; Y = y
H
; U = u
Vc
; V = v
Vc
;  = tVc
H
;  = T Tc
Th Tc ; Vc = (gTH)
1
2 ;
P = p p1
1V 2c
; % = 
1 ;
The dimensionless governing equations are as follows:
Non-dimensional continuity equation
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Non-dimensional Y-momentum equation
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Non-dimensional Energy equation
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Where Gr = gTH
3
2
is the Grashof number; Pr = 

is the Prandtl number;
Ga = T is the Gay-Lussac's number.
4.1.3 Boundary conditions
The solid walls are treated with adiabatic boundary conditions and no-slip boundary
conditions are specied for velocity elds. At initial time  = 0, the lower enclosure
and lower half of the horizontal passage are lled with hot uid ( = 1), meanwhile the
horizontal passage upper half and upper enclosure are lled with cold uid ( = 0).
at  = 0 : U = V = 0 (4.16)
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4.1.4 Numerical Procedure
The governing equations are discretized using nite dierence technique and the solver
is developed in Fortran 90. The Simplied Marker and Cell (SMAC) algorithm is used
to solve the governing equations on collocated grid and the algorithm is given below
 Set initial conditions for U,V,P and .
 Predictor step: Calculate the predicted velocity elds U and V  by dropping
pressure term from momentum equations.
 Solve pressure Poisson equation along with equation of state.
 Corrector step: Calculate the updated values of velocity elds Un+1 and V n+1.
 Solve the temperature equation.
 Calculate density from equation of state.
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 Check for convergence.
Rhie-Chow momentum interpolation technique is used to avoid pressure velocity
decoupling on non staggered grid. The diusion terms are discretized using second
order central nite dierence schemes and the non-linear convective terms are
evaluated using high accuracy compact schemes. A Bi-conjugate gradient algorithm
is used to solve the pressure Poisson equation and the convergence criteria is set to
 10 6. A small time step of  = 10 4 is used to avoid numerical instability. To
reduce the round o errors, all simulations are performed with double precision
accuracy. Time integration is performed by four stages Runge-Kutta (RK-4)
method.
4.1.5 Grid Independence
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Figure 4.2: Grid independence: Temperature prole at the mid-height of lower enclosure.
The grid sensitivity tests are performed with three dierent mesh sizes to ensure
that numerical solutions are independent with the chosen grid system. Figure 4.2
illustrates the variation of temperature prole along the horizontal wall at the
center of lower enclosure for three dierent mesh sizes 100  200, 200  400,
250  500 and Grashof number is 5  107. It is observed that the deviations in
temperature proles computed with grid size of 200  400 and 250  500 are
insignicant and numerical solution is grid independent with a mesh size of
200 400. Hence all simulations are performed with grid size of 200 400.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Stream function and (b) temperature contours for Ra = 107
4.1.6 Validation
The mathematical model and accuracy of numerical method has been validated with
the numerical results in literature [102, 103]. The buoyancy driven ow in dierentially
heated square cavity was analyzed and results were obtained under non-Boussinesq
approximation for Ra = 107 by nite element [103] formulation. The Rayleigh number
is the product of Grashof number and Prandtl number. The Prandtl number for air
is taken as 0.72. The stream function and temperature contours shown in Fig. 4.3
for Ra = 107 are validated with the existing numerical results [103]. The present
results shown in Fig. 4.3 are simulated by nite dierence method, while benchmark
results were simulated by nite element method. The deviations between the two
results are due to dierence in numerical methods (discretization schemes and solution
technique).
Table 4.1 summarizes the quantitative comparison of average Nusselt number
variations with the numerical results of [102, 103] for two dierent Rayleigh
numbers Ra = 106; 107. It is noticed that the present numerical method with
compact schemes are closer to the computed numerical results in literature.
Table 4.1: Average Nusselt number on the heated wall
Rayleigh Number Present Vierendeels et al. [102] Becker and Braack [103]
106 8.714 8.6866 8.8597
107 16.305 16.241 16.2412
4.1.7 Results and discussions
The results are presented by varying dierent Grashof numbers and the critical
Grashof number above which ow instabilities develop across the vent are
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determined. The eects of vent aspect ratio on ow characteristics are studied by
varying vent width and thickness.
4.1.7.1 Evolution of ow characteristics for Gr = 107
To understand the ow behavior with time, evolution of stream function and
density contours are shown in Fig. 4.4-4.6 for Gr = 107. The vent aspect ratio is 1
(D=0.1H,Hv = 0:1H). The illustrations shown in Fig. 4.4 & 4.5 depicts the
evolution of stream function patterns. During initial time  = 0 both uids are at
rest, as ow progresses at time  = 2 two convective cells are formed on either side
of the vent. A density dierence arises between the lighter and heavier uids across
the vent. The buoyancy force drives hot uid from lower enclosure to propagate into
upper enclosure. Meanwhile cold uid penetrates into lower enclosure and vortex
pattern is observed across the vent at time  = 20. The mixing process between
uids leads to the formation of vortex pattern. The vortex across horizontal passage
is visualized between time intervals  = 20   40, until bidirectional exchange
destroys the vortex structure at time  = 50. In upper enclosure, convective cell
symmetry pattern is broken at time   50. Signicant quantity of hot uid
propagates into upper enclosure between time intervals  = 50   70. In Fig. 4.5,
vortex structure reappears at time  = 80, creates ow resistance across the vent
and is sustained for longer duration till  = 100. Meanwhile, thermal gradients
weaken inside the upper enclosure, two convective cells merges to form unicellular
pattern. The subsequent destruction of vortex across the vent occurs at time
 = 110. The cyclic formation of vortex structure across the horizontal passage
stops at time  > 100. Flow resistance develops across the passage between time
intervals  = 150   200. The buoyancy force assists the strong thermal gradients
inside lower enclosure to prolong for longer duration. Hence merging of convective
cells does not happen in lower enclosure with hot uid.
Figure 4.6 represents the evolution of density contours. Two mushroom shaped
plumes are formed on either side of horizontal vent at time  = 5, and it reaches the
upper and lower enclosure horizontal boundaries at time  = 20. The temperature
dierence between uids accelerates the mixing process and plume gains momentum
to spread inside the enclosures. As plume migrates further inside the enclosure,
plume width increases due to entrainment of surrounding uid. The ow through
horizontal passage is bidirectional. The hot uid leaves through left half of the vent
and cold uid enters through right half. Since cold uid leaves from right portion of
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of stream function contours for Gr = 107 between time intervals  = 2  70.
upper enclosure, propagating hot uid penetrates further towards right half and
loses its momentum by impinging on right wall. Hence the thermal plume tilts
towards side wall at time  = 100. As time evolves there is signicant rise in
buoyancy driven exchange between the enclosures.
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of stream function contours for Gr = 107 between time intervals  = 80  200.
Figures 4.7(a&b) indicates variation of density proles along horizontal wall at
the center of lower and upper enclosure for dierent time intervals. It is evident that
as time progresses, ow rates through vent increases. The heavier uid from upper
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of density contours for Gr = 107.
enclosure enters into lower enclosure meanwhile lighter uid propagates into upper
enclosure. Hence as time advances, there is steep increase and decrease of density
magnitudes in the lower and upper enclosures.
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Figure 4.7: (a&b) Density prole at mid-height of lower and upper enclosure for Gr = 107.
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of stream function contours for Gr = 5 107.
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of density contours for Gr = 5 107.
4.1.7.2 Eect of Grashof number
The illustrations shown in Fig. 4:8&4:9 represents the stream function and density
contours for Gr = 5  107. From stream function contours in Figure 4.8, at initial
time  = 5, size of two convective cells developed inside upper enclosure are larger
than lower enclosure. As Grashof number increases buoyancy force dominates
viscous force and bulk amount of hot uid propagates into upper enclosure. The
higher Grashof number develops ow instabilities and symmetry in stream function
pattern disappears during early evolution stage. There is substantial rise in
bidirectional exchange between enclosures which are evident from the intense
recirculation patterns at time  = 10&50. As ow evolves, convective cells expands
thereby interactions between hot and cold uids increases. The single unied
convective cell developed inside upper and lower enclosures at time  = 200
indicates that at higher Grashof number mixing rates through ceiling vent increases.
The density contours in Fig. 4.9 indicates that at time  = 5, buoyancy force
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Figure 4.10: (a) Comparison of normal velocity prole for dierent Gr; (b) Comparison of net mass
ow rate for dierent Gr.
accelerates the plume developed from lighter uid towards upper compartment,
while growth of entrainment plume is delayed. The plume reaches enclosure ceiling
at early time   10 and two asymmetric plumes are seen propagating in opposite
directions. The plume momentum from hot uid is higher than denser plume. With
increase in thermal buoyancy and instabilities, ow characteristics are highly
unstable and complex at time  = 50. The volume ow rates through vent increases
and mixing of uids leads to the formation of recirculation patterns inside the
enclosures. As ow progresses, well mixed environment is visualized in enclosures,
the plume acceleration reduces and inclines towards the sidewalls.
A comparison of normal velocity prole and net mass ow rate through
horizontal vent are shown in Fig. 4:10(a&b) for dierent Grashof numbers. In Fig.
4.10(a) normal velocity proles across the vent are plotted at  = 200. For
Gr = 106, velocity magnitudes are very small when compared with higher Gr. For
Gr = 107, hot and cold uids are transferred through left and right portion of
horizontal vent, while opposite trend is observed for Gr = 5  107. For Gr = 106,
net mass ow rate through vent is close to zero since equal amount of hot and cold
uids are exchanged through vent. However when Gr is increased to 5  107, ow
becomes unstable and oscillations are developed due to instabilities. The negative
magnitudes implies imbalance between hot and cold uid volume ow rates.
However at later time   150, oscillations are damped out and system attains
equilibrium by attaining quasi-steady state. The critical Grashof number is
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Figure 4.11: (a-c) Comparison of stream function contours for dierent Gr; (d-f) Comparison of
density contours for dierent Gr.
Gr = 107 beyond which ow becomes chaotic due to instability. This intensies the
oscillation frequency. The initial instability patterns developed near horizontal
passage are shown in Fig. 4.11 by comparing stream function (a-c) and density
contours (d-f) for dierent Grashof numbers. It is evident that with rise in Grashof
number, thermal buoyancy force dominates the ow and unstable ow patterns are
seen evolving on either side of horizontal passage.
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Figure 4.12: Stream function contours for dierent vent widths Gr = 2:5 107.
4.1.7.3 Eect of vent width
Figures 4:12&4:13 indicates the stream function and temperature contours for
dierent vent widths D=0.05H, 0.1H, 0.15H & 0.2H. The vent thickness is xed as
0.1H for all cases. The results are shown at time  = 200 for Grashof number
2:5 107. The stream line patterns for vent width 0.05H depicts evolution of pair of
convective cells inside enclosures and merging of primary and secondary cells are
delayed. This implies that volume ow rates through vent decreases with reduction
in vent width. However with increase in vent width (0.1H & 0.15H), bidirectional
exchange rate increases and pair of well mixed larger convective cells are visualized
from the stream function contours. The ow resistance between lighter and denser
uids are seen developing across the horizontal passage. For vent width D=0.2H,
ow resistance decreases and mixing rates between enclosures increases. From
temperature contours in Fig. 4.13, for vent width D=0.05H, axisymmetric plume
pattern is retained inside upper enclosure. This is due to decline in ow rate across
the vent. With rise in vent widths, bulk quantity of hot uid propagates into upper
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Figure 4.15: Density variation along the vertical axis for dierent vent size Gr = 2:5 107
enclosure, meanwhile entrained cold air diuses the heat inside lower enclosure.
Hence for dierent vent widths, temperature magnitudes substantially rises and
drops inside the upper and lower enclosures. The vent width D=0.2H reduces
thermal blockage across the vent and facilitates bidirectional diagonal exchange
between the enclosures.
Figure 4.14(a) represents the net mass ow rate through the vent for dierent vent
widths. For D=0.05H, stable ow behavior is observed across the vent. However higher
vent widths results in the growth of instabilities and unstable oscillations evolves till
the system reaches quasi-steady state. It is noticed that the frequency of oscillations
increases till D  0:15. The higher vent width D=0.2H reduces instability patterns
and promotes a balanced ow across the opening. The variation of normal velocity
proles are shown in Figure 4.14(b). The volume ow rate and velocity magnitudes
increases for larger vent widths. Figure 4.15 shows the variation of density proles
along the central vertical axis of computational domain. It is noticed that for higher
vent widths, density magnitudes increases inside lower enclosure, while opposite trend
is observed inside the upper enclosure.
4.1.7.4 Eect of vent thickness
Figure 4.16 indicates the evolution of stream function contours for case without vent
thickness (Hv = 0). The vent width is xed as D=0.1H and Grashof number is 10
7.
It is evident that as thickness of vertical passage reduces the interactions between
enclosure increases. This is shown in the stream function contours at time  = 50.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of net mass ow rate for dierent vent thickness and Grashof number.
Moreover unication of primary and secondary convective cells are seen in two
enclosures at time  = 200. A comparison of net mass ow rate across the vent are
shown in Figure 4.17 for cases with and without vent thickness. It is observed that
ow perturbations increases with reduction in vent thickness and nonlinear
interactions are signicant for higher Grashof numbers.
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4.2 Summary
The buoyancy driven ow characteristics between two square enclosures connected
through central horizontal passage is numerically studied. The bidirectional ow
exchanges between the enclosures are investigated by varying the vent aspect ratio.
The results are presented for dierent Grashof numbers. The critical Grashof
number is identied as 107 and further rise in Gr induces ow instabilities. A
substantial rise in volume ow rates across the vent are observed for higher Grashof
numbers and ow characteristics are highly unstable and complex inside the
enclosures. With reduction in vent width from D=0.1H to 0.05H, less quantity of
hot and cold uids are exchanged and hence ow behavior is stable. However vent
width 0:1H  D  0:15H promotes ow disturbances and nonlinear oscillations are
seen developing across the vent. The higher vent width D=0.2H reduces ow
perturbations and facilitates balanced ow across the vent. Reduction in vent
thickness results in early unication of convective cells and frequency of oscillations
increases aiding better mixing rates between the enclosures.
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Chapter 5
Non-Boussinesq turbulent buoyant
ows
In this chapter, turbulent combined convection ow in ceiling vented square enclosure
with forced inlet port is numerically investigated. The plume behavior and discharge
rate through ceiling vent are analyzed by supplying forced air through the inlet port.
The present model is valid when the buoyancy eects are signicant in comparison
with forced convection eects. A turbulent non-Boussinesq variable density approach
is implemented to evaluate the density variations.
5.1 Problem denition
l
s
W
Heat source
Vent
H
HV
xbv D
xbs
Inlet
Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of rectangular compartment connected to vertical shaft
Figure 5.1 represents the schematic diagram of square enclosure with ceiling vent
and inlet port. There is a nite size heat source of constant wall temperature Ts
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located at the bottom wall of enclosure. A horizontal vent of width D is opened to
the ambient media and inlet port of height Hv facilitates the entry of forced air stream
into the square enclosure.
5.2 Governing equations
The turbulent combined convection ow is modeled as unsteady, two-dimensional,
compressible ow problem suitable for low Mach number ows. The thermo-physical
properties of uid are constant, except the change in density that are evaluated
from ideal gas law. The governing equations comprise the Favre averaged Navier
Stokes equation with turbulence modeled by buoyancy modied Lam-Bremhorst low
Reynolds number k   " model.
The following non-dimensional variables are used to obtain the dimensionless
governing equations:
The free convection velocity (Vc =
p
gTH) is considered as the reference velocity
scale. X = x
H
; Y = y
H
; U = u
Vc
; V = v
Vc
;  = tVc
H
;  = T T1
Ts T1 ; Vc = (gTH)
1
2 ;
P = p p1
1V 2c
; % = 
1 ; K =
k
(gTH)
; " = 
((gT )3H)
1
2
The non-dimensional form of governing equations are as follows:
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For low Reynolds number k    turbulence model, constants used are C = 0:09
;C1 = 1:44; C2 = 1:92; C3 = 0:7; Prt = 0:9; k = 1:0; s = 1:3. The damping wall
functions f1 , f2 and f are as follows.
f1 = 1 +

0:14
f
3
(5.7)
f2 =

1  0:27 exp( R2t )

[1  exp( Rn)] (5.8)
f = exp
"
  3:4
1 +
 
Rt
50
2
#
(5.9)
Where Gr = gTH
3
2
is the Grashof number; Ga = T indicates Gay-Lussac's
number; Pr = 
t
represents Prandtl number; t is the thermal diusivity; Ret =
"
C%K2
; Rt = Gr
1=2

K2
"

; Rn = Gr
1=2K1=2n; n is the normal distance from the nearest
wall.
5.3 Boundary conditions
At the vent opening, mass and energy exchange occurs and ow modeling is
complex due to the bidirectional exchange of hot and cold uids. The solid walls are
treated with adiabatic boundary conditions and no-slip boundary conditions are
specied for velocity elds. The temperature of the heat source is specied with
constant wall temperature. Across the horizontal vent, longitudinal velocity is set to
zero and normal velocity is obtained from mass balance @V
@Y
= 0. The temperature of
uid leaving through the vent satises the upwind boundary condition @
@Y
= 0. In
solid walls, turbulent kinetic energy and normal gradient of dissipation is set to
zero. At the vent, the normal gradients of kinetic energy and dissipation are set to
zero. Uniform velocity and temperature eld are specied across the inlet port. The
dimensionless longitudinal velocity of ambient air at the inlet port is dened as
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follows:
 =
u1
Vc
=
u1p
gTH
=
Re
Gr0:5
=
1p
Ri
(5.10)
Where Ri = Gr
Re2
is the Richardson number. The Richardson number provides the
measure of free convection in comparison with the forced convection.
The appropriate initial and boundary conditions in dimensionless form are as
follows:
at  = 0 : U = V =  = 0 (5.11)
for  > 0:
X = 0; X = 1:0; 0 < Y < 1:0 : U = V =
@
@X
=
@P
@X
= K =
@"
@X
= 0;
X = 0; 0 < Y < Hv : V =  = P = 0; U =
1p
Ri
(5.12)
Y = 0; 0 < X < 1:0 : U = V =
@
@Y
=
@P
@Y
= K =
@"
@Y
= 0
Y = 0; 0 < X < Xbs :
@
@Y
= 0
Xbs < X < Xbs + ls :  = 1:0
Xbs + ls < X < 1:0 :
@
@Y
= 0 (5.13)
Y = 1:0; 0 < X < Xbv : U = V =
@
@Y
=
@P
@Y
= K =
@"
@Y
= 0
Xbv < X < Xbv +D : U = P =
@V
@Y
=
@
@Y
=
@K
@Y
=
@"
@Y
= 0
Xbv +D < X < 1:0 : U = V =
@
@Y
=
@P
@Y
= K =
@"
@Y
= 0 (5.14)
where Xbs is the distance upto the source; ls is the source width; Xbv is the distance
up to the vent; D is the vent width.
5.4 Results and Discussion
Results are presented for dierent inlet velocity and Grashof number. Further
investigations are performed by varying inlet port size and location. The Prandtl
number of air is xed as 0.72. The value of Gay-Lussac number (Ga) for
Gr = 1011&1012 are 0.2 and 2.
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5.4.1 Eect of inlet velocity
Figures 5:2&5:3 characterizes the evolution of stream function and temperature
contours with and without forced inlet velocity. The width of the ceiling vent is
0.2H and the Grashof number is 1011. An inlet port of size Hv = 0:1H is located at
the bottom portion of left boundary at 0.05H. The stream function contours
indicates the evolution of convective cell patterns that arises due to the density
dierence between the hot and cold uids. The  = 0 case indicates the ow
situation where the inlet port is naturally opened to ambient without forced inlet
velocity. For  = 0, at time interval  = 20, primary and secondary convective cells
of equal strengths are formed inside the cavity. As ow progresses, two convective
cells merges to form unicellular pattern inside the enclosure. In Fig.5.2 (c&d), forced
ambient air penetrates through the inlet port and strength of primary convective
cell is greater than the secondary cell. The inlet air stream assists the buoyancy
force and increases the outow of hot uid through bidirectional ceiling vent.
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Figure 5.2: Evolution of stream function contours for dierent inlet velocities.
In Figure 5.3(a), axisymmetric plume evolves from the heat source, reaches the
ceiling vent and spreads downwards. The plume is vented through horizontal
passage and density dierence drives ambient uid to creep into the enclosure. The
entrained air lls the right half of the enclosure and tilts thermal plume towards left
boundary. Hence, in Fig.5.3(b) plume inclines and loses its momentum by impinging
on left wall. For  = 0:1 case where forced air supplied through inlet port, the
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of temperature contours for dierent inlet velocities.
longitudinal air stream tilts thermal plume towards right boundary. A wall plume
structure develops across the right boundary.
Figure 5.4(a&b) indicates the variation of temperature and density proles along
the horizontal wall at the center of square cavity. It is evident that by increasing
inlet port velocity  = 0:01 to 0:1, the mid-height temperature distribution
drastically decreases. The rise in inlet velocity assists the plume outow rate
through ceiling opening, and increases the convective heat loss from the cavity.
Moreover, signicant amount of cold uid enters through inlet port and ceiling vent
and reduces plume temperature. Hence, the mid-height density proles increases
with rise in inlet velocity.
Figure 5.4(c) represents the variation of net mass ow rate through ceiling vent
with dierent inlet velocity. For  = 0, the bidirectional exchange of hot and cold
uids are equal. Hence, the net mass ow rate magnitudes are close to zero. The net
mass ow rate increases with rise in inlet velocity. The positive magnitudes indicate
that plume discharge rate is higher in comparison to ambient entrainment rate.
Figure 5.5 indicates the comparison of mid-height temperature prole predicted
by present non-Boussinesq and Boussinesq models for Gr=1011 and  = 0:1. The
temperature values estimated by Boussinesq models are higher in comparison with
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of midheight (a) temperature prole, (b )density prole and (c) net mass
ow rates for dierent inlet velocities.
non-Boussinesq models. The deviations visualized in the temperature proles are due
to the dierence in modeling of buoyancy force. The average Nusselt number estimated
for Boussinesq and non-Boussinesq models are 107.53 and 105.86 respectively. It is
identied that Boussinesq model over-predicts the temperature and Nusselt number
variation.
5.4.2 Eect of Grashof number
Figure 5.6(a) indicates the variation of mid-height longitudinal velocity for two
dierent Grashof numbers 1011&1012 and inlet velocity  = 0:01&0:1. With rise in
Grashof number and inlet velocity, the base temperature dierence and plume
velocity increases and the location of peak longitudinal velocity is along the
midsection of the square cavity. The normal velocity proles across the horizontal
opening are plotted in Fig.5.6(b) for Gr=1011&1012 and  = 0:01&0:1. The positive
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approach.
and negative sign across the vent indicates hot and cold uid velocities. It can be
seen that the ambient entrainment rate is relatively very small in comparison with
plume venting rate. Figure 5.6(c) represents the variation of ceiling vent net mass
ow rates for dierent inlet velocity. The heat loss from the cavity increases by
varying inlet velocity  from 0.01 to 0.1. The forced air stream assists buoyancy
force and accelerates the plume out ow rate. Hence by increasing , a steep rise in
the net mass ow rate values are visible across the horizontal opening.
Figure 5.6(d) shows the plots of average Nusselt number by varying Gr and .
For Gr=1011,  is varied from 0:0 to 0:1 and the average Nusselt number increases
by 5.4%, 6.6%, 7.8%, 9% and 10.2 % respectively. From the Nusselt number plots it
is evident that heat loss from the cavity increases with rise in inlet velocity.
Moreover, a rise in Grashof number enhances heat transfer rate and the average
Nusselt number for Gr=1012 is 11 percent higher in comparison with Gr=1011 .
5.4.3 Eects of inlet port opening height (Hv)
The investigations are performed for inlet port opening height Hv varied from 0.1H
to 0.2H for Gr=1011. Figure 5.7(a) represents the variation of temperature proles
along the horizontal wall plotted at the mid-height of square cavity for
Hv = 0:1H&0:2H and  = 0:01 to 0:1. It is visualized that with increase in inlet
port height, signicant amount of ambient uid enters the cavity, and reduces the
plume temperature. For Hv = 0:2H, and  varied from 0.01-0.1, the plume
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Figure 5.6: Eect of Gr& on (a) Midheight longitudinal velocity pro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across horizontal vent; (c) Net mass ow rates and (d) Average Nusselt number.
temperature decreases by 24.3%, 26.7%, 28.6%, 30.5% and 33.2 % respectively. A
comparison of net mass ow rate through the ceiling vent is shown in Fig.5.7(b) for
dierent Hv&. The assisting ow through inlet port strengthens the plume spread
and further increases the discharge of hot uid through ceiling vent. Hence the net
mass ow rate increases with Hv&.
The average Nusselt number variation for dierent Hv& are plotted in Fig.5.7(c).
The forced ambient inlet intensies the heat transfer rate and the average Nusselt
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of midheight (a) temperature prole, (b ) net mass ow rates and (c) average
Nusselt number for dierent Hv&.
number increases with Hv&.
5.4.4 Eects of inlet port location (VL)
The illustrations shown in Fig 5.8 indicates the stream function (a&b) and
temperature (c&d) contours for Gr = 1011. The width of the centrally located
ceiling vent is 0.2H. A forced inlet port of height Hv = 0:1H is located at
3
4
H of the
left boundary. The forced air stream increases the strength of primary convective
cell and well mixed unicellular pattern is visualized at  = 200. The opposing ow
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Figure 5.8: Evolution of stream function (a,b) and temperature (c,d) contours for VL = 0:75H;
 = 0:1.
distorts the symmetric pattern of thermal plume, weakens thermal buoyancy force
and shifts the plume movement towards right boundary. The temperature
distribution along the horizontal wall at the center of square enclosure is plotted in
Fig.5.9(a) for dierent VL and . The opposing ow reduces the convective heat loss
from the cavity and increases the temperature concentration inside the enclosure.
The mid-height temperature values increases with VL&.
The eect of inlet port locationVL on net mass ow rate through ceiling vent is
represented in Fig.5.9(b). The forced air stream suppresses the buoyancy force and
reduces the bidirectional exchange rate through vent. Hence, the net mass ow rates
are signicantly less for VL = 0:75H in comparison to VL = 0:05H. Figure 5.9(c)
illustrates the comparison of average Nusselt number by varying VL&. The
convective heat loss from the cavity is minimized and the average Nusselt number
values drops linearly with VL&. There is a 2 to 4.5 percent decrease in the average
Nusselt number for VL = 0:75H in comparison to VL = 0:05H.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of midheight (a) temperature distribution (b )net mass ow rate (c) average
Nusselt number for dierent inlet port location &.
5.5 Summary
The buoyancy dominated combined convection ow in partially open enclosure with
forced inlet port is numerically studied. The bidirectional exchange rates through
ceiling vent are investigated by varying Grashof number, forced longitudinal velocity
and inlet port location. For assisting ow case, forced air stream strengthens
thermal buoyancy force and increases plume discharge rate through ceiling vent.
This increased the convective heat loss from cavity, and temperature magnitudes
decreased signicantly inside the cavity. The average Nusselt number increases with
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longitudinal velocity. The vent discharge rate increases with rise in Grashof number
and the average Nusselt number for Gr = 1012 is increased by 11 percent. An
increase in inlet port height intensies net mass ow rate through ceiling vent and
decreases the temperature distribution inside the enclosure. The opposing ow
weakens thermal buoyancy force and minimizes the convective heat loss from cavity.
The opposing forced air stream reduces bidirectional exchange through ceiling vent.
The present results are useful for understanding the growth and spread of thermal
plume inside a vented enclosure.
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Chapter 6
Tunnel ventilation
With increasing number of re accidents in tunnels, it is necessary to understand
the eects of natural ventilation system in controlling smoke propagation rate.
However, studies on the eects of heat source locations and multiple ceiling vents in
tunnels are limited. This chapter presents the signicance of naturally ventilated
roof openings in controlling the longitudinal propagation of hot gases. Transient
three-dimensional simulations are performed in tunnel by Large Eddy Simulations
(LES) using Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS) code [105, 106].
6.1 Problem denition
Numerical simulations are carried out in a tunnel shown in Fig.6.1 which is 100 m
long, 3m wide and 2.5m high. The tunnel model is scaled by a factor of 1
6
according
to Froude-Scaling law. This corresponds to full-scale tunnel which is 600 m long, 18
m wide and 15 m high. In scaled model, heat source with square cross-section
0:75m  0:75m releases heat at the rate of 1500kW=m2. The dimension of ceiling
opening is 0:5m  0:5m and is opened to ambient environment. The temperature of
hot gas moving upstream and downstream of the tunnel are monitored by mounting
100 thermocouples (Tc1 - Tc100) located at 0.25 m below the ceiling.
6.2 Governing equations
The buoyancy induced ow problem is modeled by solving unsteady,
three-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equation suitable for low Mach
number ows. In present analysis, non-Boussinesq variable density solver is utilized
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of tunnel with roof openings 3-D
view and 2-D view (dimensions in m).
in evaluating density dierences. The turbulent eddies that account for most of
mixing and large scale motions are obtained through ltering operations applied to
momentum and energy equations leading to large scale momentum and thermal
energy transport equations.
The velocity and temperature elds are dened as the sum of ltered component
and residual component as shown below:
ui = ui + u
0
(6.1)
T = T + T
0
(6.2)
The ltered velocity and temperature elds are obtained by solving ltered
Navier-Stokes equation and residuals are resolved using sub-grid model.
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The mathematical form of ltered Favre-Averaged Navier-Stokes for buoyancy
induced ows are as follows:
Conservation of mass:
@
@t
+
@(uj)
@xj
= 0 (6.3)
Conservation of momentum:
@
@t
(ui) +
@(uiuj)
@xj
=   @p
@xi
+ g +
@ij
@xj
(6.4)
The stress tensor ij is dened as follows:
ij = 2Sij + (ij)SGS (6.5)
(ij)SGS = 2LESSij   2
3
ij(r  u) (6.6)
Sij =
1
2

@ui
@xj
+
@uj
@xi

i; j = 1; 2; 3 (6.7)
where (ij)SGS is Subgrid Scale(SGS) stress tensor,  represents the dynamic
viscosity of uid, LES represents the Smagorinsky dynamic viscosity, Sij denotes
the strain tensor and ij is the kronecker delta.
The above equations are coupled with the energy equation given below:
Conservation of energy:
@
@t
(T ) +
@(uiT )
@xi
=
Dp
Dt
  @
@xi

k
Cp
@
@xi
+ qSGS

+ qr (6.8)
where qSGS represents subgrid scale heat ux. The thermal radiation eects (qr)
that arise from re source are determined by solving radiation transport equation.
The temperature variations are related to density and pressure by equation of
state.
Ideal-gas law:
p = RT (6.9)
The small-scale turbulent eddies are resolved using sub-grid model developed by
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Smagorinsky (Smagorinsky 1963). The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) criterion
(Lax 1967) is used to assure numerical convergence. Smagorinsky dynamic viscosity
is dened as
LES = (Cs)
2

2SijSij   2
3
(r  u)2
 1
2
(6.10)
where Cs is an empirical Smagorinsky constant and  is called the lter width
determined from the cube root of grid volume  = (xyz)
1
3 .
6.3 Grid Sensitivity
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Figure 6.2: Temperature variation towards the tunnel upstream side measured from heat source.
Table 6.1: Grid Independence with three mesh sizes.
S.No x cells y cells z cells Total number of cells
1 1200 36 32 1,382,400
2 1500 48 40 2,880,000
3 1620 50 40 3,240,000
To ensure that numerical solutions are independent with selected mesh size,
simulations are performed with three dierent grid sizes. The grid details in x,y&z
directions are given in Table 6.1. The temperature variation along the entire tunnel
measured at 0.25 m below the ceiling are plotted with three dierent mesh sizes.
The heat source intensity is 1500kW=m2. The plots in Fig. 6.2 indicates that
solution is grid independent with grid sizes of 1500  48  40. Hence all results are
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presented with the above grid system.
6.4 Validation
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Figure 6.3: Validation of present results with experimental results
The capability of computational uid dynamic model in predicting tunnel ow
characteristics is validated by comparing present numerical results with the
experimental results available in literature. Experimental study [57] in
longitudinally ventilated tunnel were carried out with dierent aspect ratios. The
aspect ratio was calculated as height divided by width and seven thermocouples
were installed below the ceiling towards tunnel exit to measure temperature
distribution. The tunnel is 10.4 m long and re source is placed at a distance of 3 m
from tunnel left opening. Simulations are performed with grid size of 650 40 20.
Figure 6.3(a) shows temperature prole under the ceiling in a tunnel of aspect ratio
0.5 with heat source intensity 8.27 kW. A comparison of present and experimental
results are shown in Fig. 6.3(a). It is observed that as hot gas moves downstream
towards tunnel exit, distance from the heat source increases and hence magnitude of
ceiling temperature decreases. The simulation results are in good agreement with
experimental [57] results. Further validations are performed in comparison with
experimental investigations [60] reported in naturally ventilated tunnel with roof
openings. The tunnel is 1410 m long with heat source of intensity 7.5 MW located
at a distance of 135.2 m from tunnel right opening. Simulations are performed in
scaled tunnel geometry with dimensions 230m  12:35m  5:75m. The grid size is
650 40 20. Fig. 6.3(b) shows the comparison of present results with experimental
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data. The upstream longitudinal temperature distribution under the ceiling from
heat source is plotted. The temperature prole decreases as longitudinal distance
increases and present numerical model are in good agreement with experimental
results [60]. The comparison in Fig 6.3(a,b) shows that present CFD model is
relatively good in predicting buoyancy induced ows in tunnel.
Table 6.2: Smoke layering length for heat release rate of 80 kW.
Upstream Downstream
Point extraction
velocity (m/s)
Present
(m)
Experimental
(Chen et al.,[104])
(m)
Present
(m)
Experimental
(Chen et al.,[104])
(m)
1.5 18.48 19 19 18.5
1.8 14.1 14.5 15 14.5
The present numerical solutions are compared with experimental data [104] with
roof ventilation. The computational domain for validation is 72m  1:5m  1:3m,
discretized with gird size of 1400  36  30. Simulations are performed with two
dierent point extraction velocities without longitudinal ventilation. The heat
source intensity is 80 kW. Table 6.2 summarizes the comparison of smoke layering
length measured by numerical simulation and experimental data. The numerical
simulations are closer to experimental data and CFD LES model is capable of
predicting buoyant ows in roof ventilated tunnel.
6.4.1 Results and discussion
The ow characteristics inside naturally ventilated tunnel are investigated with single
and multiple roof openings by varying the locations of heat source. Further simulations
are extended with multiple roof openings by changing the size of openings and by
placing two heat sources.
6.4.1.1 Comparison of results with and without roof vent
Numerical simulations are carried out to understand the eect of ceiling vents in
removing hot gases by comparing cases with and without roof vents. The time
evolution of isosurfaces of thermal plume are shown in Fig. 6.4(a-d). The heat
source is located at the center of tunnel at a distance of 50 m from tunnel entrance.
The illustrations shown in Fig. 6.4(a&b) indicates the thermal plume isosurface for
case without ceiling vent. Similarly Fig. 6.4(c&d) represents the results for case with
centrally mounted ceiling vent. It is visualized from Fig. 6.4(a&b) that thermal
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Figure 6.4: (a&b) Evolution of isosurfaces of thermal plume inside tunnel without ceiling vent (c&d)
Evolution of isosurfaces of thermal plume inside tunnel with ceiling vent.
plume rises from heat source and impinges on tunnel ceiling at  = 10s. As ow
progresses, at  = 70s, plume approaches the tunnel left and right openings. It is
evident from Fig. 6.4(b) that buoyancy force drives the plume to spread along
longitudinal and lateral directions. A signicant rise in temperature is visualized
near the upper half of tunnel when compared to lower half. In comparison with Fig.
6.4(b&d) for tunnel with ceiling vent, plume reaches tunnel entrance and exit
locations at time  > 70s, since ceiling vent controls the spreading of thermal
plume. Fig. 6.4(c&d) indicates that central ceiling vent removes hot gases and
thermal plume lose its momentum and hence ceiling vent reduces the longitudinal
movement of smoke and toxic gases.
The upstream and downstream smoke temperature distributions are shown in Fig.
6.5 for cases with and without ceiling opening. For tunnel with ceiling opening it is
seen that there is a signicant decrease in temperature magnitudes along the tunnel
as ceiling vent minimizes the propagation of hot gas towards tunnel portals. The
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Figure 6.5: Temperature distribution along the entire length of tunnel.
plots shown in Fig. 6.6 (a&b) indicates comparison of net mass ow rate through
the tunnel left and right openings without and with ceiling vent. In Fig. 6.6 (a), hot
uid leaves the tunnel through right and left openings. Fig. 6.6 (b) shows the inow of
ambient uid through the tunnel portals. The entrainment eects across left and right
openings are represented by positive and negative magnitudes. For tunnel with ceiling
vent there is a signicant decrease in the mass outow rates which indicates that
ceiling vent controls back layering of hot gas and restricts the longitudinal spreading
of thermal plume.
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source location: (a&b) Temperature contours along xz plane at y=1.5 m ; (c&d) Normal velocity
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6.4.1.2 Eect of heat source location
To understand the eects of heat source location and its inuence on smoke removal
eciency, results are shown in Fig. 6.7 and 6.8 for tunnel with centrally mounted
ceiling vent with dierent heat source locations. Simulations are carried out with
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Figure 6.8: (a) Mass ow rate through roof opening; (b) Temperature variation with time monitored
by thermocouple at 30.0 m from tunnel entrance; (c) Temperature distribution along the entire
tunnel.
two dierent heat source locations at distance of 55.0 m and 60.0 m measured from
tunnel entrance. The temperature contours are shown in Fig. 6.7(a&b) along the xz
plane at y = 1.5 m for two heat source locations. It is observed from the magnitude
of temperature contours that longitudinal propagation of thermal plume towards
downstream side of tunnel is higher than upstream side. Since heat source is located
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at x = 60.0 m, concentration of temperature magnitudes are higher near
downstream side of the tunnel and temperature decreases towards upstream side of
tunnel. Fig. 6.7(c&d) represents the comparison of normal velocity contours along
xy axis at z = 2.25 m. The positive and negative magnitudes represents the plume
and ambient air velocities. It is visualized from Fig. 6.7(c) that entrainment of
ambient air from central roof vent is higher for heat source located at 55.0 m. In
Fig. 6.7(d) there is slight decrease in the concentration of velocity patterns near
tunnel upstream side. Fig. 6.7(e&f) represents the temperature contours along yz
plane at three dierent locations along tunnel horizontal axis at x = 25.0 m, 50.0 m
and 75.0 m. It is observed that as the upstream and downstream longitudinal
distances from re source increases the temperature magnitude decreases.
However in the present analysis shown in Fig. 6.7, ceiling vent is not located
directly above the heat source and as ow progresses plume impinges towards ceiling,
further gains momentum and spreads longitudinally. From temperature contours in
Fig. 6.7 it is evident that temperature magnitudes are higher when heat source is
located away from central vent. The thermal plume bypasses the ceiling opening and
propagates towards upstream side. As longitudinal distance between re source and
ceiling vent increases, smoke venting eciency through ceiling vent decreases.
Figure 6.8 (a) represents the comparison of net mass ow rates through ceiling vent
for cases with centrally located heat source and with heat source placed at 55.0 m and
60.0 m from tunnel entrance. The net mass ow rates are higher for centrally located
heat source when compared to heat source located at 55.0 m and 60.0 m. Figure 6.8
(b) represents the temperature variation with time recorded by thermocouple placed
at 30.0 m from tunnel entrance and comparison is shown for three dierent heat
source locations. The temperature distribution along the entire tunnel is shown in
Fig. 6.8 (c) for dierent heat source locations. From Fig. 6.8 (b&c) it is observed
that magnitude of temperature is lower for heat source placed above the roof opening
when compared to other two cases. Moreover there is a signicant increase in the
longitudinal velocity and propagation of smoke towards upstream side of tunnel for
heat source placed at 55.0 m and 60.0 m. Hence it is concluded that for tunnel with
centrally mounted ceiling vent, as longitudinal distance between heat source and vent
varies a single naturally ventilated roof opening is insucient to exhaust all hot gases.
6.4.1.3 Eect of multiple roof openings
To investigate the impact of heat source locations with multiple ceiling vents further
simulations are performed in tunnel to identify whether additional openings are
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Figure 6.9: (a-d) Comparison of temperature distribution inside multiple roof vented tunnel with
dierent heat source location;(e) Comparison of mass ow rate through three roof openings for heat
source placed at 55.0 m; (f) Comparison of mass ow rate through three roof openings for heat
source placed at 60.0 m
eective for hot gas removal. Figure 6.9 indicates the results for vent dimension
0:5m 0:5m. Three ceiling vents are mounted on the roof top at distance of 40.0 m,
50.0 m and 60.0 m measured from tunnel entrance. The analysis is performed by
placing heat source of size 0:75m  0:75m at two dierent locations at distance of
55.0 m and 60.0 m measured from tunnel entrance. Figure 6.9 (a-d) indicates the
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temperature contours for heat source placed at 55.0 m and 60.0 m respectively. The
additional openings located at x=40.0 m & 60.0 m are capable of removing hot
gases that bypasses the central opening and further reduces the magnitude of
longitudinal temperature distribution. Hence multiple ceiling vents are eective in
transferring the hot gases to ambient atmosphere. Figure 6.9 (e&f) shows the
comparison of net mass ow rate through three ceiling vents with dierent heat
source locations. For heat source located at 55.0 m, signicant amount of hot uid
leaves through vent placed at tunnel center. For heat source located at 60.0 m,
signicant amount of hot uid leaves through the vent placed at x= 60.0m when
compared to center vent. Moreover thermal plumes that bypass the center opening
are vented to ambient through roof vent mounted at x= 40.0 m. Hence it is
concluded that multiple openings are eective in removing the buoyancy driven hot
gases and reduces the temperature inside the tunnel environment.
6.4.1.4 Eect of roof vent size
Figure 6.10 indicates the comparison of results with two dierent vent sizes 0:5m 
0:5m and 0:3m  0:3m for heat source placed at 55.0 m. Figure 6.10 (a) represents
the net mass ow rate through central roof opening and with reduction in opening
dimensions the net quantity of hot uid leaving through vent decreases. Figure 6.10
(b) shows temperature prole variation with time measured by thermocouple placed
at 30.0 m from tunnel entrance. The plot indicates that with decrease in vent size,
less quantity of hot uid is vented to ambient and temperature inside the tunnel
increases. The temperature distribution inside the tunnel are shown in Fig. 6.10 (c)
for two vent sizes. With decrease in vent size relatively larger proportion of thermal
plume propagates towards upstream and downstream side of the tunnel and hence
temperature inside the tunnel increases with decrease in vent size.
6.4.1.5 Eect of dual heat sources
Further simulations are carried out in tunnel with multiple vents of dimensions
0:5m  0:5m by simultaneously placing two heat sources of size 0:5m  0:5m with
intensity of 1500kW=m2. The heat sources are positioned at two intermediate
locations at 40.0 m and 60.0 m from tunnel entrance. The temperature contours are
shown in Fig. 6.11 (a-c). The plume from two heat sources are unied near tunnel
central portion. In Fig. 6.11 (a-c) the concentration of maximum temperature
magnitude are near the central portion of tunnel and as longitudinal distance from
heat source increases temperature decreases. Figure 6.11 (d) shows the net mass
ow rate comparison through three roof openings. It is seen that net quantity of
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Figure 6.10: (a) Comparison of mass ow rate through central roof opening for two vent sizes; (b)
Temperature variation with time monitored by thermocouple at 30.0 m from tunnel center; (c)
Temperature distribution along the entire tunnel.
uid leaving through central ceiling vent is higher when compared to the other two
vents since longitudinal plume velocity is higher near central portion of the tunnel.
Hence it is concluded that for tunnel with multiple openings with two heat sources,
central ceiling vent is eective in removing the hot gases.
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6.4.1.6 Quantication of smoke traveling time and maximum longitudinal velocity
Table 6.3 represents the hot gas traveling time and maximum longitudinal velocities
near the tunnel left and right openings for dierent cases in the present
investigation. It is evident from Table 6.3 that naturally vented roof openings
removes the hot toxic gases and reduces the smoke longitudinal velocities and travel
time thereby reduces the smoke concentration and improves visibility inside the
tunnel.
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Table 6.3: Smoke traveling time and maximum longitudinal velocity near the tunnel left and right
openings
Cases u
(s)
Upstream (Umax)
(m/s)
d
(s)
Downstream (Umax)
(m/s)
Center Heat source without ceiling vent 65 1.2 65 1.2
Center Heat source with central ceiling vent 75 0.7 75 0.7
Heat source at 55 m with central ceiling vent 70 0.9 68 1.08
Heat source at 60 m with central ceiling vent 72 0.65 50 1.15
Heat source at 55 m with multiple ceiling vents 75 0.8 70 0.89
Heat source at 60 m with multiple ceiling vents 78 0.62 65 0.94
Multiple ceiling vents reduced size 70 0.69 65 0.87
Two heat sources with multiple ceiling vents 75 0.78 75 0.8
Table 6.4: Smoke layering length.
Upstream Downstream
Cases FDS
(m)
Eq.(6.11)
(m)
FDS
(m)
Eq.(6.11)
(m)
Center Heat source without ceiling vent 24.5 25.8 24.5 25.8
Center Heat source with central ceiling vent 16.8 17.2 16.8 17.2
Heat source at 55.0 m with central ceiling vent 17.8 18.3 18.4 18.9
Heat source at 60.0 m with central ceiling vent 16.5 16.7 19.2 19.5
Heat source at 55.0 m with multiple ceiling vents 15.7 16.0 16.4 16.8
Heat source at 60.0 m with multiple ceiling vents 15.2 15.6 16.0 16.2
Multiple ceiling vents reduced size 16.3 16.5 16.8 17.0
Two heat sources with multiple ceiling vents 17.2 17.6 17.8 17.6
The smoke back-layering length under the inuence of roof ventilation was
proposed by Chen et al., [104].
l = 18:5ln

0:81Q
1=3
v

; Q  0:15
l = 18:5ln
 
0:43
v

; Q > 0:5
(6.11)
Q =
Q0   CpV STmax
0CpT0g1=2H5=2
(6.12)
v =
v + V S
2A0p
gH
; for upstream (6.13)
v =
V S
2A0
  vp
gH
; for downstream (6.14)
where l is the smoke back-layering length, v is longitudinal velocity, V is roof
ventilation velocity, Tmax is maximum smoke temperature, Q0 is heat release rate
from re source, S is area of ceiling vent, A is tunnel cross sectional area, H
represents tunnel height, Cp is specic heat of air, 0 is ambient air density and 
represents hot gas density.
Table 6.4 summarizes the smoke layering length and CFD results are compared
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with theoretical model proposed in eqn [6.11]. The smoke layering length decreases
for roof ventilated tunnel. In tunnel with single roof opening, with heat source
located at 60.0m smoke layering length is higher towards the downstream side.
However for tunnel with three roof vents, the relative deviations between upstream
and downstream smoke layering length is reduced. The present CFD results are in
good agreement with the proposed theoretical model.
6.4.2 Summary
The buoyancy induced turbulent ow characteristics inside naturally ventilated
tunnel with roof openings are investigated numerically to understand the
importance of ceiling openings in removing hot gases. The ow through the ceiling
openings are bidirectional and oscillatory. For a tunnel with heat source and vent
located at center, signicant amount of thermal plume escapes through ceiling
opening and reduces the longitudinal smoke propagation. For tunnel with centrally
mounted ceiling vent, as longitudinal distance between heat source and vent varies a
single naturally ventilated roof opening is insucient to exhaust all hot gases. For
tunnel with multiple openings with two heat sources, central ceiling vent is eective
in removing the hot gases. The smoke temperature inside the tunnel increases with
decrease in vent size. The smoke layering length decreases in roof ventilated tunnel.
When heat source is located at 60.0m smoke layering length is higher towards the
tunnel downstream side. The present CFD results are in good agreement with the
theoretical model proposed by Chen et al., [104]. The present investigation would be
useful to understand the inuence of naturally vented tunnel roof openings in
removing smoke and toxic gases.
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Chapter 7
Wind eects on thermal plume
behavior
The movement of smoke arising from re accidents inside buildings has been a major
concern since toxic gases such as carbon monoxide poses threat to human safety and
environment. The ambient wind ow through openings such as doors and windows
plays a crucial role in aecting the re behavior and smoke propagation rate. The
present chapter investigates the eects of natural and forced ventilation in aecting
plume propagation through horizontal vent between dual chamber enclosures.
Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram of dual enclosure connected by a horizontal vent (All dimensions in
m).
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7.1 Problem denition
The schematic diagram of dual enclosure is shown in Fig. 7.1. The upper and lower
enclosures have door openings through which pressurized ambient air propagates into
the chamber. The two enclosures are 4m long, 4m wide and 2m high and are separated
by ceiling obstruction of dimension 4m4m0:4m. The ceiling obstruction has vent
of dimension 0:4m  0:4m  0:4m which acts as horizontal passage in connecting
dual enclosures. The left wall of lower enclosure and right wall of upper enclosure has
centrally located door passages of width 1m, height 1.5m and thickness 0.2m. A heat
source of square cross section 0:4m 0:4m releases heat at the rate of 1500kW=m2.
7.2 Results and discussions
The thermal plume characteristics with and without forced ventilations are presented
and assisting or opposing eects of forced ow on thermal buoyancy force are analyzed
by varying inlet velocities. Results are analyzed by changing heat source locations.
Large Eddy Simulations (LES) are performed with Fire Dynamic Simulator code.
7.2.1 Eects of doorway ow with heat source placed in lower enclosure
To understand the ow characteristics through horizontal vent inside dual
enclosures, investigations are performed under natural ventilation conditions by
positioning a centrally located heat source in lower enclosure. The door passages in
enclosures are opened to ambient atmosphere for bidirectional ow of hot and cold
uids. Figure 7.2 (a-f) characterizes the evolution of thermal plume inside dual
compartment at three dierent time intervals. In Fig. 7.2, (a-c) represents
iso-surfaces of emerging thermal plume, and (d-f) represents two-dimensional
temperature contours along the xy plane at z=2.0m which indicates core
temperature distribution of iso-surface. It is evident from iso-surface contours that
plume reaches horizontal passage at time  = 2s, propagates further into upper
enclosure and impinges on roof ceiling at  = 15s. The thermal buoyancy force is
signicant along the normal direction and base ignition source temperature
dierence accelerates the plume to gain momentum to reach enclosure ceiling. It is
seen from Fig. 7.2 (b) that in upper enclosure, bulk motion of hot uid is signicant
along the longitudinal and lateral directions and plume spreads downwards. Fig. 7.2
(c&f) indicates that as ow progresses both compartments are lled with hot uid,
density dierence increases ow resistance along the horizontal passage, and
signicant amount of plume leaves dual enclosures through door openings.
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Figure 7.2: (a-c) Isosurface of thermal plume; (d-f) Evolution of temperature contours.
The ow along vertical passage is bidirectional. Signicant amount of thermal
plume leaves the enclosure through upper half, while ambient air is entrained into
the enclosure through lower half of the opening. It is evident from Fig. 7.2 (d-f) as
time evolves, substantial amount of hot gases leaves the enclosure, and entrained
ambient air reduces heat from re; hence, plume temperature decreases. It is seen
from Fig. 7.2 (f) that hot gases accumulate near the ceiling of upper and lower
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compartments and temperature magnitudes decreases near the lower half of the
compartment. The ambient air entrains through the lower vertical passage, while
ow resistance is developed along the ceiling vent as a result of back ow from
upper enclosure; hence in Fig. 7.2 (f) slight tilting of thermal plume is visualized
inside the lower enclosure.
7.2.2 Eects of forced air ow through lower enclosure doorway
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Figure 7.3: (a-d) Comparison of temperature contours for dierent ventilation velocities.
Simulations are performed with dierent inlet velocities (0.2 to 0.7m/s) to
understand the inuence of forced ventilation through bottom door way in aecting
the ow characteristics in dual compartment enclosure. The lower compartment has
a centrally located re source, and forced air is supplied through the left wall door
way. Figure 7.3 (a-d) illustrates the temperature contours at  = 400s for dierent
inlet velocities. It is determined that forced velocity of 0.2m/s assists the plume;
hence an increase in temperature magnitude is visualized inside the dual enclosure.
However from Fig. 7.3 (b&c), with increase in inlet velocities, signicant amounts of
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cold air enter into the enclosure; hence slight decrease in temperature magnitudes
are visualized near the lower compartment left wall, horizontal passage and upper
enclosure. From illustration shown in Fig. 7.3 (d), it is evident that forced ambient
inlet of 0.7 m/s creates more turbulence inside the lower enclosure, and tilts the
plume towards right wall and carries away heat thereby reducing temperature
intensity inside the dual enclosures.
Figure 7.4 (a&b) represents the net mass ow rate through horizontal passage
and upper enclosure door way. It is visualized from Fig. 7.4 (a&b) that with
increase in inlet velocities bulk quantity of uids are transferred through horizontal
passage into the upper enclosure and are vented into the ambient media through
upper enclosure door way passage. Table 7.1 summarizes the average mass ow rate
through openings and average plume temperature inside the enclosures. The average
plume temperatures inside the upper and lower enclosures are determined by
measuring the temperature distribution along the vertical centerline of
compartments. The average mass ow rates increases linearly with forced inlet
velocities. Even though the net quantity of uid owing through the horizontal
passage is higher, substantial decrease in temperature magnitudes are visualized
inside enclosures.
Table 7.1: Average mass ow rate and plume temperature for forced inlet velocities through lower
enclosure doorway
Inlet velocity
(m/s)
Horizontal vent
mass ow rate
(kg/s)
Top doorway
mass ow rate
(kg/s)
Lower enclosure
plume temperature
( C)
Upper enclosure
plume temperature
( C)
0.2 0.45 0.38 308.25 170.58
0.3 0.61 0.54 316.74 183.62
0.4 0.78 0.71 302.21 165.53
0.5 0.95 0.83 281.76 146.15
0.6 1.18 1.06 250.68 121.37
0.7 1.45 1.32 223.05 105.46
7.2.3 Eects of forced air ow through upper enclosure doorway
The illustrations shown in Fig. 7.5 (a-f) represents the eects of forced ventilation
through upper enclosure door way passage for dierent inlet velocities. The lower
compartment door way is naturally ventilated and heat source is located at the
center of bottom enclosure. Figure 7.5 (a&b) indicates the evolution of temperature
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Figure 7.4: (a) Mass ow rate through horizontal opening; (b) Mass ow rate through top enclosure
door-way.
contours for inlet velocity 0.2m/s. The forced air stream travels from the right wall
in the upper enclosure and creates resistance across the horizontal passage and
restricts the entry of thermal plume into upper enclosure. During the initial re
propagation stage at  = 60s, thermal plume overcomes the air stream and advances
into upper enclosure; hence temperature magnitude increases slightly near the
horizontal passage and ceiling. As ow progresses, at  = 400s the forced ow builds
pressure inside upper enclosure and air stream enters lower enclosure and distorts
the shape of plume, and a signicant quantity of hot uid is vented through bottom
door way passage.
Figure 7.5 (c&d) depicts the time evolution of temperature contours for velocity
0.3m/s. In comparison with Fig. 7.5 (a&b) it is seen that with increase in inlet
velocity, propagation of plume through horizontal vent decreases; hence the upper
compartment temperature distribution decreases. At time  = 60, the air stream
tilts the plume axis towards the left side of the enclosure while an opposite trend is
observed at later time  = 400. At later time the plume is conned along the right
half of the lower enclosure, and in comparison with Fig. 7.5 (b&d) it is determined
that at higher velocities the forced air stream reduces the heat intensity and removes
hot gases through the lower enclosure vertical passage. Figure 7.5(e) represents the
normal velocity contours, the positive and negative magnitude represents the plume
and air stream velocities. It is visualized that the concentrations of thermal plume
are near the right portion of the compartment and air stream enters through the
horizontal passage and is concentrated near the left half of the enclosure. Figure 7.5
(f) illustrates the isosurface temperature distribution and it is evident that the
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Figure 7.5: (a-d) Comparison of temperature contours for dierent ventilation velocity; (e) Normal
velocity contours; (f) Isosurface of thermal plume.
inow directions of forced ventilations have signicant eect on thermal buoyancy
force and aects the re ow characteristics in dual enclosure.
Figure 7.6 (a&b) represents the net mass ow rate through horizontal vent and
lower enclosure door way passage. The negative magnitude in Fig. 7.6 (a) indicates
the inow of air stream, while in Fig. 7.6 (b) the outow of hot uid are represented
with negative magnitudes. Table 7.2 indicates the average mass ow rates and
plume temperature inside the enclosures. It is evident that with increase in inlet
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Figure 7.6: (a) Mass ow rate through horizontal opening; (b) Mass ow rate through bottom door
way.
velocities, plume ow rate through bottom doorway increases, meanwhile plume
temperature inside lower enclosure gradually decreases.
Table 7.2: Average mass ow rate and plume temperature for forced inlet velocities through upper
enclosure doorway
Inlet velocity
(m/s)
Horizontal vent
mass ow rate
(kg/s)
Bottom doorway
mass ow rate
(kg/s)
Lower enclosure
plume temperature
( C)
Upper enclosure
plume temperature
( C)
0.2 -0.28 -0.58 280.48 45.83
0.3 -0.75 -0.97 220.72 32.67
0.4 -1.21 -1.45 200.35 25.14
7.2.4 Forced air ow through upper enclosure doorway with heat source
placed in upper enclosure
To understand the eects of forced ventilation from upper compartment door way
opening, investigations are carried out by placing heat source inside the top
compartment. The heat source is placed at two dierent locations 1m and 3m
measured from the left wall. Forced air with inlet velocities 0.2 to 0.4m/s are
supplied through upper compartment door-way opening, meanwhile the lower
compartment door way passage is naturally ventilated. Figure 7.7 (a-f) illustrates
the isosurface temperature distribution, velocity and temperature contours for two
dierent heat source locations with forced inlet velocity 0.4m/s. The isosurface
contours for heat source placed at 1m is depicted in Fig. 7.7 (a), and it indicates
that thermal plume approaches the compartment ceiling and spreads inside the
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of results for two dierent heat source locations: (a,d) Isosurface of thermal
plume; (b,e) Temperature contours; (c,f) Normal velocity contours.
upper enclosure. Meanwhile the forced air stream from right opening builds pressure
inside the upper enclosure, and ample amount of hot uids are forced into the lower
enclosure through the horizontal passage as seen in Fig. 7.7 (a). The temperature
contours depicted in Fig. 7.7 (b) highlights that forced ow diuses the heat from
the upper compartment and transmits the heat by impinging hot uid into the
lower compartment.
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The forced inlet aects the thermal buoyancy force in upper compartment and
drives the plume to travel in the direction opposite to buoyancy force. The
corresponding normal velocity contours are shown in Fig. 7.7 (c). The positive
magnitudes in upper compartment represents the plume velocity and negative
magnitudes in lower compartment illustrates that forced air stream carries away the
heat from the upper compartment into the lower compartment, and are vented
through the left door way passage. Figure 7.7 (b) shows the isosurface contours for
heat source located at 3m, and when compared to Fig. 7.7 (a) it is evident that
more hot uid is transferred into the lower compartment since re source is located
near the forced inlet passage. From the corresponding temperature contours shown
in Fig. 7.7 (e) it is determined that an immense amount of hot uid enters the lower
enclosure, and temperature magnitudes increases signicantly in comparison with
Fig. 7.7 (b). From the normal velocity contours depicted in Fig. 7.7 (f) it is seen
that concentrations of plume velocity are higher inside lower enclosure since
additional inow of hot uid increases the turbulence mixing process.
Table 7.3: Average mass ow rate and plume temperature for re source located at 1.0m inside
upper enclosure with forced ow through upper enclosure doorway
Inlet velocity
(m/s)
Horizontal vent
mass ow rate
(kg/s)
Bottom doorway
mass ow rate
(kg/s)
Lower enclosure
plume temperature
( C)
Upper enclosure
plume temperature
( C)
0.2 -0.31 -0.38 44.27 262.58
0.3 -0.44 -0.47 52.19 228.74
0.4 -0.54 -0.59 65.22 215.31
Table 7.4: Average mass ow rate and plume temperature for re source located at 3.0m inside
upper enclosure with forced ow through upper enclosure doorway
Inlet velocity
(m/s)
Horizontal vent
mass ow rate
(kg/s)
Bottom doorway
mass ow rate
(kg/s)
Lower enclosure
plume temperature
( C)
Upper enclosure
plume temperature
( C)
0.2 -0.37 -0.44 96.57 240.16
0.3 -0.51 -0.56 138.14 210.53
0.4 -0.68 -0.83 180.18 193.14
Figure 7.8 (a&b) indicates the horizontal passage center point temperature and
normal velocity variations with time, and for heat sources located at 3m more hot
uid is transmitted into the lower enclosure; hence the temperature and normal
velocity variations are higher with time evolution. Figure 7.8 (c) illustrates the
temperature variation with time at the center of lower enclosure vertical passage,
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Figure 7.8: (a) Horizontal vent center point temperature variation; (b) Horizontal vent center point
normal velocity variation; (c) Lower enclosure door way center point temperature variation.
and temperature magnitudes are higher for heat source placed at 3m. Table 7.3 &
7.4 indicates the ow rates and enclosure temperatures for heat source located at
1.0m& 3.0m. The net mass ow rate through openings and lower enclosure plume
temperature are higher for heat source located near top enclosure doorway at 3.0m.
7.2.5 Summary
The buoyancy induced ow characteristics in dual enclosures connected through
horizontal passage are investigated numerically under forced and naturally
ventilated conditions. The assisting or opposing behavior of forced air stream on
thermal buoyancy force is studied by varying the heat source locations and inlet
velocities. In naturally ventilated dual enclosures, isosurface contours suggest that
buoyancy force drives the plume through horizontal passage to reach enclosure
ceiling, and initial movement is signicant along normal direction. The oscillatory
exchange ow through door way passages are bidirectional. The low forced
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ventilation velocity (u  0:4m=s) through lower enclosure door-way promotes plume
growth rate, while higher velocities diuses heat intensity and reduces the
compartment temperature. It is determined that forced ow from upper enclosure
restricts free ow of thermal plume and opposes upward buoyancy force. When heat
source location is shifted to upper enclosure under natural ventilation conditions,
the buoyancy force prevents the downward movement of plume into lower enclosure.
The forced air stream from upper compartment door-way, guides the thermal plume
evolving from top compartment to propagate into lower compartment and
signicantly aects re transport phenomena. The present investigation would be
useful to understand assisting and opposing eects of forced ventilation in spreading
smoke and toxic gases during re accidents.
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Chapter 8
Water spray interaction with
thermal plume
The smoke vents and sprinkler systems are the major re safety measures in
buildings to remove toxic gases and to reduce heat released from re accidents.
When automatic sprinkler fails to activate, smoke vent plays a crucial role by
discharging hot combustion gases and improves visibility for safe evacuation of
building occupants. However there are concerns about the performance of smoke
vents under water sprays, since drag force from falling water droplets opposes smoke
buoyancy force and aects discharge rate through vents. This chapter investigates
the eects of water droplets in aecting plume characteristics under natural and
forced ventilation conditions.
8.1 Problem denition
The physical model shown in Fig. 8.1 consists of a two compartmental enclosure
connected to adjacent tall vertical shaft. The two enclosures are connected
internally through a ceiling vent. Numerical investigations are performed in a two
compartmental enclosure connected to tall shaft. The horizontal vent and doorway
openings facilitate re driven ow from lower enclosure to propagate into upper
enclosure and tall shaft. The two rectangular enclosures are 4m long, 4m wide and
2m high and are connected to an adjacent vertical shaft of dimension
0:8m  1:2m  10m. The two compartments are separated by ceiling obstruction
and horizontal vent of dimension 0:4m  0:4m  0:4m is located centrally. The
enclosures are tted with 3 doorway passages of width 1m, height 1.5m and
thickness 0.2m. The lower enclosure consists of a water spray sprinkler system
(Sp1), which is installed at 1.9m above the oor, 3m away from left wall and
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Figure 8.1: Schematic diagram of dual enclosure connected by a horizontal vent (All dimensions in
m).
positioned near the shaft doorway1. Similarly the upper compartment ceiling has a
centrally located sprinkler system (Sp2), which is installed directly above the
horizontal vent. In lower compartment a centrally located re source of square cross
section 0:4m  0:4m releases heat at the rate of 1500kW=m2. The vertical
temperature distribution are measured by three thermocouple trees. The lower and
upper enclosures are installed with Thermocouple trees 1 &2. It consists of 8
thermocouples each, located centrally at x=2.0m, separated by vertical distance of
0.25m. Thermocouple tree 3 consists of 20 thermocouples placed along the vertical
centerline of shaft to measure the temperature variation with height.
8.2 Results and discussions
The preliminary investigations are performed to analyze plume transport
phenomena without activating water spray systems. The subsequent simulations are
carried out under the action of water sprays by varying ow rates and operating
pressure. Moreover the complex interactions between smoke layer and water
particles are analyzed by supplying forced air through lower enclosure left doorway
opening. Large Eddy Simulations (LES) are performed with Fire Dynamic
Simulator code.
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8.2.1 Fire transport phenomena without activating water spray system
Figure 8.2 (a-f) characterizes the evolution of re driven thermal plume inside dual
enclosures and adjacent shaft. The thermal plume reaches horizontal passage at
time  = 2s, propagates into upper enclosure and impinges on the roof ceiling,
further spreads longitudinally ( = 15s). The thermal buoyancy force is signicant
along normal direction and base ignition source accelerates the plume to gain
momentum. Density dierence arises between hot and ambient uids present inside
the enclosures and across door openings. The plume leaves the lower enclosure
through the naturally ventilated left doorway passage. As the ow progresses,
signicant quantity of hot uid migrates into the shaft through right doorway
openings ( = 25   50s). The shaft side walls restrict the plume horizontal
movement and are transformed as wall plume.
Figure 8.3 (a) indicates isosurface of re plume with complex ow structure and
swirl ow patterns across the core region of vertical shaft. Figure 8.3 (b) quanties
variation of mass ow rate across the openings. The ow patterns through openings
are oscillatory. The outow of hot uid through horizontal vent, shaft doorways 1&2
are represented with positive magnitudes, meanwhile negative magnitudes indicates
inow of entrained air or backow through these openings. However across the lower
enclosure left ventilation doorway, positive and negative magnitudes represent the
ambient and hot uid ow rates respectively. Signicant quantity of hot uid leaves
the lower enclosure through the horizontal vent and ventilation doorway. The
discharge rate through shaft doorway1 illustrates combination of entrainment and
backow from vertical shaft into the lower enclosure.
8.2.2 Eects of water sprays on re transport phenomena
Table 8.1: Sprinkler operating conditions
S.No Flow rate (l/min) Operating pressure Pd (bar) Mean droplet diameter (m) Initial droplet velocity (m/s)
1 30 1.0 828 5.58
2 40 1.2 779.17 6.11
3 50 1.4 740.15 6.6
4 60 1.6 708 7.05
The temperature distribution after the activation of water spray systems (Sp1&Sp2)
are shown in Fig. 8.4 (a-d). The sprinklers are activated after  = 15s from re
ignition. The water ow rates are varied from 30-60 l/min as shown in Table 8.1.
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Figure 8.2: (a-f) Evolution of temperature contours.
The temperature eld decreases apparently with sprinkler activation. The complex
temperature patterns illustrate the interactions between water droplets and thermal
plume. The cooling and drag eect of water particles opposes smoke buoyancy force
and decreases the plume temperature. The drag force depends on the water ow
rate and velocity of water particles. Hence with increase in sprinkler operating
pressure the drag force increases. For sprinkler ow rate of 30 l/min, the buoyancy
force is greater than drag force and signicant quantity of hot uid propagates into
the upper enclosure and vertical shaft. However as the sprinkler ow rate and
operating pressure increases, the vertical momentum of thermal plume decreases
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Figure 8.3: (a) Isosurface of thermal plume; (b) Variation of net mass ow rate.
and smoke layer turns unstable. For water ow rate of 40-50 l/min, the buoyancy
force reduces and temperature magnitudes inside the upper enclosure and shaft
decreases substantially. The peak temperature inside the upper enclosure is reduced
to 34 C. It is interesting to note from Fig. 8.4 (d) that spray drag force pulls the
smoke layer downwards and restricts the plume discharge through horizontal vent.
When sprinkler operating pressure is higher than smoke venting velocity, drag force
dominates the buoyancy force. Hence smoke could not ow out through horizontal
vent and leads to smoke logging. This further increase the risk on human evacuation
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Figure 8.4: (a-d) Comparison of temperature contours for dierent sprinkler discharge rates; (e)
Isosurface of thermal plume.
since the smoke moves downwards and accumulates near the compartment oor.
The sprinkler operating pressure at which smoke logging occurs is called initial
logging pressure. Moreover sprinkler spray (Sp1) acts as water curtain, reduces the
plume horizontal momentum and decreases hot uid discharge into shaft doorway1.
The isosurface patterns in Fig. 8.4 (e) illustrates smoke logging situation inside the
lower compartment.
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Figure 8.5: Temperature distribution inside (a) lower compartment; (b) Upper compartment; (c) tall
shaft.
Figure 8.5 (a-c) indicates the temperature prole measured by thermocouple
trees 1-3. In Fig. 8.5 (a) for base case without water sprays, the maximum
temperature magnitudes are near the re source and ceiling. The hot gases
accumulate near the ceiling due to buoyancy. The maximum ceiling temperature
recorded is 170 C. The temperature magnitude decreases gradually after sprinkler
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activation. For ow rates above 40 l/min, the cooling and drag eect moves the hot
plume layer downwards and temperature magnitudes recorded in the compartment
middle layer is closer to the ceiling and heat source temperatures. The temperature
deviations further decreases and the average temperature is reduced to 75 C for
ow rate of 60 l/min.
In Fig. 8.5 (b) peak temperature between the base case and sprinkler ow rate of
40 l/min decreases drastically from 160 C to 85 C. This is due to weakening of
buoyancy force as plume propagates through horizontal vent and comes in direct
contact with water droplets. As sprinkler operating pressure increases, pressure
dierence across the horizontal vent decreases. This further reduces plume discharge
rate and decreases the temperature magnitude. However sprinkler operating
pressure of 1.6 bar, ow rate 60 l/min eventually blocks the entry of hot gas into the
upper enclosure. This is visualized from the relatively constant temperature prole
and temperature magnitude is reduced to 35 C. The sprinkler pressure of 1.6 bar is
the initial logging pressure and leads to smoke logging. In Fig. 8.5 (c), the maximum
temperature distribution inside the shaft is higher near the doorway1 and reduces as
the vertical distance increases. For sprinkler ow rate of 30-40 l/min, temperature
magnitude increases by 20   40 C near the shaft doorway1. This is due to an
increase in the plume horizontal momentum under sprinkler sprays (Sp1).
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Figure 8.6: Horizontal vent center point temperature variations.
The variation of horizontal vent center point temperature distribution is plotted
in Fig. 8.6. It is shown that the temperature uctuation decreases signicantly
under water spray system. The average vent temperature measured without
activating sprinkler is 173 C and is reduced to 40 C with sprinkler ow rate of 60
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Figure 8.7: (a) Mass ow rate through horizontal opening; (b) Mass ow rate through shaft doorway1.
l/min. Figure 8.7 (a&b) illustrates the mass ow rates through horizontal vent and
shaft doorway 1 and results are compared for cases with and without water sprays.
The smoke venting velocity decreases apparently under water sprays. However from
Fig. 8.7 (a&b), the eect of drag force is signicant on plume vertical momentum
when compared to the reduction in horizontal momentum. The mass ow rate
across the horizontal and shaft doorway1 reduces by 59.46% and 20.85%
respectively with sprinkler ow rate of 60 l/min.
Table 8.2: Average re plume temperature for dierent water discharge rates
Sprinkler ow rate (l/min) Lower enclosure ( C) Upper enclosure ( C) Shaft ( C)
0.0 156.8 133.5 80.4
30 131 71.2 56.5
40 112 59.6 52.6
50 89.3 41.3 44.2
60 72.3 30.7 38.4
The average thermal plume temperature inside the upper, lower compartment
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and shaft are summarized in Table 8.2 for dierent sprinkler ow rates. The
temperature decrease is linear to the sprinkler ow rates.
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Figure 8.8: (a-f)Comparison of temperature contours for dierent inlet velocities.
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8.2.3 Eect of forced air ow on thermal buoyancy and sprinkler drag
force
Forced air is supplied through the lower enclosure ventilation doorway and sprinkler
ow rate is maintained at 60 l/min with operating pressure of 1.6 bar. The forced
inlet velocities are varied from 0.3-0.8 m/s. Figure 8.8 represents the temperature
contours for dierent inlet velocities. The forced air stream strengthens the thermal
buoyancy force and assists the plume to overcome the water drag force. Signicant
quantity of hot uid propagates into the upper enclosure and vertical shaft. Hence
smoke logging is not visualized inside the enclosures. The discharge rate through
horizontal and doorway openings increases linearly with the inlet velocities. The
inlet velocities u=0.3-0.5m/s intensies the plume vertical and horizontal
momentum and increases the plume temperature. For inlet velocities above u > 0:5
m/s, the heat loss from plume to water particles eventually increases. Even though
air stream opposes drag force, it intensies the cooling eect by increasing the
interactions between water droplets and hot uid.
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Figure 8.9: Temperature distribution inside (a) lower compartment; (b) tall shaft.
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Figure 8.9 (a&b) represents the temperature prole measured by thermocouple
trees 1&3. Figure 8.9 (a) shows a substantial increase in temperature magnitudes
till u  0:5m=s. A further increase in inlet velocity u > 0:5m=s increases the
horizontal momentum and tilts the thermal plume towards the sprinkler head (sp1).
Hence the buoyancy force weakens due to cooling eect and temperature decreases.
In Figure 8.9 (b) for u=0.3-0.5 m/s, the shaft lower portion temperature rises by
20  40 C. For u=0.3-0.4 m/s the temperature magnitudes rises by 20  25 C near
the midheight of shaft since the plume discharge through shaft doorway2 increases.
With further increase in u > 0:5m=s, the ambient air stream and water droplets
diuses the plume temperature and heat loss increases gradually.
Table 8.3: Average re plume temperature for sprinkler ow rate 60 l/min with dierent inlet
velocities
Inlet velocity (m/s) Lower enclosure ( C) Upper enclosure ( C) Shaft ( C)
0.0 72.3 30.7 38.4
0.3 73 61.9 52.1
0.4 76.2 45.2 49.9
0.5 67.3 51.7 45.4
0.6 53.7 40.2 37.6
0.7 52.3 45.6 37.6
0.8 43 37.9 36.7
Table 8.3 summarizes the average temperature distribution inside the two room
enclosure and shaft with dierent inlet velocity. The temperature increases linearly
till u  0:5m=s and substantially decreases for higher velocities.
8.3 Summary
The re driven ow characteristics under water sprays is numerically studied in two
room enclosure attached to adjacent shaft. The analysis is performed under forced
and natural ventilation conditions. As water discharge rate increases (50-60 l/min),
drag force reduces plume vertical momentum and hot gases accumulate near the
compartment oor. Sprinkler operating pressure of 1.6 bar causes smoke logging
inside the lower compartment. Water discharge rate of 60 l/min reduces horizontal
vent mass ow rate by 59.46%. The temperature inside the compartments decreases
linearly with sprinkler operating pressure. Forced ventilation velocities u=0.3-0.5
m/s assists the buoyancy force and increases the plume propagation rate.
Meanwhile inlet velocities u=0.6-0.8 m/s diuses plume temperature, intensies
cooling eect by enhancing the water spray interactions with re plume. Present
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results will benet re safety evaluation of natural smoke vents in buildings under
the inuence of sprinkler sprays and external wind.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
In this thesis, numerical investigations were performed to study the thermal plume
behavior in ceiling vented enclosures and buoyant ows in vertical shaft within the
frame work of Boussinesq approximation. The ow through ceiling vent is
oscillatory due to buoyancy eects. As Grashof number is varied from Gr = 108 to
1010, turbulence intensity increases and inltration rate rises through horizontal
vent. For centrally located ceiling vent, thermal plume spreading rate from heat
source located at 0.5H is higher, in comparison with near wall heat source(0.25 &
0.75H). It is identied that ceiling vent and heat source locations are important
parameters for growth and propagation of thermal plume. The vent discharge rate
reduces by increasing the vent thickness from 0.1H to 0.2H. This also decreases the
normal velocity and temperature proles across horizontal vent.
In case of rectangular compartment connected to vertical shaft,
multi-recirculating convective cell patterns are visualized due to the interactions
between hot and cold uids. The vertical passage height (Hv=0.05H & 0.1H)
reduces plume discharge rate through vertical opening and decreases the
temperature distribution inside shaft. In rectangular compartment, for Gr = 1010
with centrally located ceiling vent, signicant amount of hot uid leaves the
enclosure through ceiling vent and thermal plume intensity is reduced inside vertical
shaft. Hence ceiling vent is preferred for eective removal of plume from rectangular
enclosure. By shifting compartment location, buoyancy force drives thermal plume
towards shaft upper portion and plume transport phenomena changes signicantly.
In case of buoyancy induced ows between two enclosures lled with hot and cold
uids, critical Grashof number is identied as 107 and further rise in Gr induces ow
instabilities. The buoyancy driven mixing develops a new vortex pattern across the
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horizontal passage and it evolves in cyclic pattern. The ow pattern through
horizontal passage is stable for reduced vent width D=0.05H and bidirectional
exchange between the enclosures decreases. The vent width 0:1H  D  0:15H
enhances buoyancy driven mixing between enclosures and nonlinear oscillations
develops across horizontal vent. The vent width D=0.2H reduces ow perturbations
and facilitates balanced ow across the vent. Reduction in vent thickness results in
early unication of convective cells and frequency of oscillations increases aiding
better mixing rates between the enclosures. For turbulent combined convection ows
in square cavity with inlet port, assisting ow case enhances thermal buoyancy,
increases plume discharge rate through ceiling vent and decreases temperature
distribution inside the square cavity. The opposing ow weakens thermal buoyancy,
minimizes convective heat loss and reduces bidirectional exchange through ceiling
vent.
The buoyant ows in naturally ventilated tunnel with roof openings highlighted
the importance of ceiling vents in removing hot gases. For a tunnel with centrally
mounted ceiling vent, as longitudinal distance between heat source and vent
increases, plume discharge rate through ceiling vent decreases. The multiple roof
vents are eective in reducing plume longitudinal velocity and decreases the
temperature inside the tunnel. The ceiling vent discharge rate decreases by reducing
vent size and temperature magnitudes rises inside the tunnel. In dual enclosures
with bottom wall heat source, lower ventilation velocity through bottom enclosure
doorway assists plume growth, while higher velocity diuses the heat and reduces
compartment temperature. Similarly, forced ow from upper enclosure doorway
opposes the buoyancy force and reduces plume discharge through horizontal
passage. When heat source is placed in top enclosure, the forced ow from top
enclosure doorway accelerates the plume to propagate into the lower enclosure. The
drag force from water droplets opposes thermal buoyancy force and sprinkler
operating pressure of 1.6 bar leads to smoke logging. Hence, temperature inside the
compartment decreases with sprinkler operating pressure. The present mathematical
model and numerical method showed good agreement with the existing results
available in literature.
In future, the study conducted in this thesis can be extended to include species
reactions and radiation eects which are highly involved in re situations. This work
may be further extended to study bidirectional exchange through vents of dierent
shapes.
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